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Thinking like a Science Executive:
A Workshop Curriculum for Cyberinfrastructure Leaders
“…as managers rise, they must think more broadly, understand more comprehensively, and
act in a more sophisticated manner. They must shift from tactical thinking to strategic
thinking, from meeting objectives to conceptualizing the nature of the business. They must
balance multiple forces, allocate scarce resources, and maintain the cohesive integrity of
larger numbers of people and functions… In short, the executive function is radically different
from the managerial function…” – Harry Levinson (1981, p.84)

Introduction
Leaders of cyberinfrastructure enterprises (“CI enterprises”) are under increasing pressure to
think strategically and to demonstrate their impact on a diversity of stakeholders. Most CI
enterprise leaders are scientists or engineers with strong project management skills. Few have
been exposed to practices, frameworks, and theories from organization science that can
potentially improve the effectiveness of their enterprises (Cummings and Keisler 2014). In short,
as CI enterprise leaders evolve into executives (see Levinson’s quote above), they do so with
minimal formal guidance. Science executives learn how to manage and lead on-the-job, through
a process of trial-and-error learning, much as entrepreneurs learn (Claggett and Berente 2012).
Just as entrepreneurial organizations benefit from professional management as they grow,
science and engineering centers can undoubtedly benefit from the lessons of organization
science (Cummings and Keisler 2014; Berente and Claggett 2012; Berente et al 2012).
However, one must be careful transferring lessons from organization science to the
management of CI enterprises, because, while centers are similar to other organizations in
some regards, they are unique in others. To help in thinking about cyberinfrastructure and CI
enterprises strategically, the NSF Division of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (ACI) funded a
project to develop a “science executive” curriculum for leaders of CI enterprises, to help these
leaders think strategically, align their activities with key stakeholders, and to understand and
communicate their value.
This document summarizes this curriculum – developed in 2013 and stemming from two
planning workshops and then delivered in 2013 to 22 leaders of CI enterprises, and
subsequently evaluated and amended (see Appendix A for details). The curriculum originally
developed and tested was for a two-day session, following best practices in executive
education, which encourage intensive interaction and knowledge sharing among participants.
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Many undergraduate, graduate, and certification programs are about learning material from an
instructor – the instructor teaches, the students learn. Executive education, on the other hand,
generally involves drawing on frameworks provided by and instructor in combination with the
collective experience of the participants to devise novel strategies. The assumption at the root
of executive education is that session participants are achieving at a high level - they already
know how to run their organizations. Executive education involves taking time away to reflect
and think strategically, and in this effort apply novel frameworks and cross-pollinate ideas with
other executives. It also involves anticipating the challenges that are likely to emerge in the
foreseeable future, and to imagine the proactive steps that can be taken to be ready for such
challenges.

The challenges facing CI enterprises are both significant and evolving rapidly. Explicit attention
to leadership of CI enterprises is sparse, so it is as yet unclear which lessons apply best, and
which afford the most leverage to affect scientific outcomes.
To begin rectifying this situation, we completed a pilot project developing and testing a “science
executive education” curriculum for CI enterprise leaders. This project involved adapting
relevant lessons of organization science to the needs of CI center executives through the
iterative development and evaluation of a “science executive” education curriculum covering the
skills necessary to improve the executive function in complex organizational contexts (e.g.,
universities, government laboratories, industry). We identified key issues and points of leverage
for contemporary CI center executives, and draw upon organization science to develop and test
a curriculum to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of these centers. The curriculum
addresses these challenges by providing perspectives to focus discussion in the following
areas:

Session 1: CI Enterprises and the Changing Nature of Science (Day 1, Morning):
The overarching theme of the session, science increasingly requires long-term planning
and strategy to cope with an accelerating pace of change. Project management skills
alone do not equip leaders to sustain the ongoing enterprises that are required for cyber
and science infrastructure over longer horizons. CI enterprises are increasingly
important, yet face declining levels of guaranteed support and increasing expectations
for compliance. The session opens with a presentation and discussion of this situation
and in-depth exploration of how different organizations are experiencing and dealing with
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the situation. In-depth exploration first involved small breakouts (to minimize groupthink
and enable all to participate) and then plenary discussion.

Session 2: Stakeholder alignment (Day 1, Afternoon): CI and science enterprise
leaders find that traditional stakeholder constituencies have changed. This includes an
increase in the array of science disciplines requesting support. But it also includes a
wider variety of stakeholders have become more interested and visible, such as
university administrators, elected officials, and funding organizations. CI enterprises
depend on aligning the interests of an increasingly pluralistic set of stakeholders. In the
afternoon session we introduce the topic of stakeholder alignment with a negotiation
game to highlight the interplay between common and competing interests. We then
presented the notion of stakeholders and a case study in stakeholder mapping, followed
by breakout sessions where participants identified their relevant stakeholders. The
afternoon session concludes with discussion of “branding” as one means of aligning
stakeholders, followed by a short branding exercise.

Session 3: Value propositions (Day 2, Morning): Traditional stakeholders understood
clearly why CI and science enterprises were important. That clarity is now elusive;
messages that work for some stakeholders do not work for others. In the past the
services that CI enterprises offered directly justified their value, now stakeholders want
to see impact in terms of science, innovation, workforce, and economic value. In this
session we introduce the notion of a value proposition and think through different ways
that CI enterprises provide value to different stakeholders. The session consists of
presenting a maturity model of thinking through the strategic value of CI enterprises and
presenting the four dimensions of value: science, innovation, workforce, and economic.
The session concludes with an exercise where participants think through value
propositions for each of their stakeholders (identified in the previous stakeholder
alignment session) across each dimension.

Session 4: Measuring impact (Day 2, Afternoon): Once stakeholders are identified
and we articulate value propositions for each stakeholder, next it is important to
understand and communicate this value, which involves measurement. Many CI
enterprises are very comfortable with operational metrics and evaluating how they are
doing according to project plans. Measures of value, however, are more elusive and
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strategic, and require an understanding of how activities of the organization impact
stakeholders. The session on measurement involves walking through basic concepts in
evaluation and measurement such as logic models and proper articulation of key
performance indicators (KPIs), and then extends this to think about ways to measure
value to stakeholders across the four dimensions of value (science, innovation,
workforce, and economic). The session concludes with a “capstone” breakout session
where participants put all of the pieces from the workshop together to think through (1)
stakeholders; (2) value propositions for each stakeholder; and (3) ways to measure and
communicate that value.

Next we will explore each of these areas in the curriculum in greater depth. Evaluations of the
pilot workshop are summarized in the Appendix.

Session 1: CI Enterprises & the Changing Nature of Science
Science and engineering work is increasingly done in conjunction with advanced
cyberinfrastructure. Cyberinfrastructure is developed, provisioned, and maintained by particular
organizational forms we describe as cyberinfrastructure enterprises (“CI enterprises”). CI
enterprises bring together human and technological elements that support and evolve scientific
activity over time – the resulting sociotechnical infrastructures persist and become critical to
next-generation scientific endeavors. CI enterprises should not be confused with either scientific
projects or larger science and engineering institutions. Because of their infrastructural nature, CI
enterprises are broader and more enduring than projects, which are, by definition, temporary
(Kirsch & Slaughter 2013; Moody et al 2016). But CI enterprises are narrower in focus and
more specialized than large science or engineering institutions such as universities, national
labs and institutes, government agencies, or firms. CI enterprises typically take the form of
centers or virtual organizations that span multiple projects and are typically components of one
or more larger institutions. They are increasingly the locus of contemporary collaborative,
interdisciplinary, and computationally-intensive science and engineering work – a “middlerange” organizational form that is vital but not well-understood.

CI enterprises are complex hybrids of traditional and novel organizational structures, nested
social networks, transitory roles, and ever-changing, “drifting” arrangements (Lee et al., 2006;
Ribes and Lee 2010; Spencer et al., 2011). Contemporary science and engineering work is
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different than in the past, because such work is increasingly interdisciplinary, collaborative,
distributed geographically, and computation and data intensive (Finholt 2003; Cummings &
Keisler 2014). It is increasingly complex and continually evolving. One of the most important
insights to arise from this study was the need for CI and science enterprise leaders to anticipate
and prepare for change, often in circumstances where change is happening rapidly. The
difficulty of doing this well stems in part from the rapid pace of technological change, especially
in information technology, and the resultant changes in capability that science enterprise
leaders tend to spot quickly. It also stems in part from the persistent and often exaggerated
positive or negative assessments provided for any changing technology. Leaders are
encouraged to move quickly toward the positive or mitigate the negative without much proof that
the positive or negative predictions will come to pass. Another difficulty facing CI and science
enterprise leaders is the fact that technological issues are often better understood than
organizational and institutional issues, and thus receive more attention. When organizational
and institutional issues prove to be serious, CI and science enterprise leaders are sometimes
under-prepared, and find their organizations less able to cope. We note four themes that CI and
science enterprise leaders should understand.


Changing Political Expectations. Much of the governing culture of CI and science
enterprise is predicated on a model of scientific production in which highly unpredictable
“basic” research provided the discoveries that were then used by more predictable
“applied” research to produce the social payoffs of innovation, economic growth, etc.
Many of the political patrons of science now demand the payoffs without wanting to hear
about the basic/applied distinction except as it fits a particular ideological discourse (e.g.,
the government funds basic research, while the private sector funds applied research).
The importance of research to economic well-being is widely accepted across the
political spectrum, but the details have changed. In the view of some political actors,
research is now “too important” to be governed by those who previously governed it. CI
and science enterprise leaders sometimes attempt to meet changed expectations with
the responses that worked well before the changes occurred, only to discover that their
efforts are ineffective. Increasingly, CI and science enterprise leaders must consider
political expectations they now exist or are coming to exist, and not presume that things
will always be as they once were.
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Compliance. Part of the changing nature of political expectations is a change in the
nature of “accountability.” CI and science enterprise leaders often surprised to discover
that their practices are not sufficiently accountable. They feel compliance is someone
else’s responsibility, perhaps the University Office of Research. In any case, it is not
their responsibility. Despite good-faith efforts to be accountable, such issues sometimes
fall into the cracks between organizational or institutional units. They are not recognized
as anyone’s responsibility. When compliance expectations grow quickly, usually backed
with the threat of loss of funding in other areas (e.g., student financial aid), those who
feel threatened understandably want others to be compliant. The costs of compliance
might not be counted, and compliance might be haphazard. CI and science enterprise
leaders sometimes find they are responsible for compliance without the knowledge or
experience to do this well. Compliance costs can grow without check because no one is
accounting for them. This can drive out important aspects of the research enterprise.
This problem can “creep up” on CI and science enterprise leaders who are ill equipped
to cope with it. More attention to this is needed.



Hardware  Software  Middleware  Organizationware. CI leaders once focused
most of their attention on hardware – the “computer” in supercomputer. This remains
important, of course: without the hardware it is not possible to do much. Increasingly,
however, CI leaders are concerned with software. Some of this concern is the predicted
move forward of the computationally-intensive physical sciences and geosciences from
older software platforms to more modern platforms. With such progress comes
challenges such as evolving a production system that is used to existing ways, and not
much interested in new ways. Much of the challenge is emerging around what is often
called “middleware” –software that services applications beyond the operating system or
basic programming languages to make it easier for developers to implement applications
that deal allow for sharing or that accommodate large amounts of data. This is essential
to the emerging mandates for sharing and reproducibility, and for endeavors involving
“big data” or “data science.” These were only emerging when this project began but are
now of considerable importance. Middleware often leads directly to organizational and
institutional issues we refer to as “organizationware.” Examples include intellectual
property rights (e.g., who owns the data or the results of the work?), privacy concerns
(e.g., can any of the data be linked to individuals?), and whether all issues of
accountability have been appropriately handled (see above). These concerns often
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show up first through discussions with Human Resources, involving the challenge of
hiring people who can do this kind of work on to an appropriate career trajectory that the
organization or institution might not yet have. Rather quickly these issues engage
people who deal with research utilization (e.g. arising from Bayh-Dole) or the legal
experts who must determine the risks the organization or institution runs in any particular
scheme. Not surprisingly, these issues often surprise scientists unused to hearing that
something might or might not happen, but this is common at the organizational or
institutional level. CI and science enterprise leaders who do not know how to articulate
their concerns or find the help they need should be assisted by the organizations and
institutions they are part of.


Numbers beat no numbers every time. Most scientists know this to be true. Yet the
numbers they need to convince people at the organizational and institutional levels, not
to mention the political level, are not the numbers they are used to dealing with. They
have been dealing with the numbers of scientific research: measurements of physical
phenomena and the results of theoretical calculation and experiments. When asked
how their research contributed to the institution’s welfare or to economic or job growth,
they are unsure how to answer. This unsureness is sometimes taken as evidence that
the research does not contribute to the institution’s welfare or to economic or job growth,
even when the real issue is the difficulty of translating the numbers of science into the
numbers of policy discussion. There is no easy solution to this. An automatic converter
had not been developed, and even if it were, it is doubtful that it would be universally
used. As much as CI and science enterprise leaders dislike the idea, they must learn
the differences between the numbers of science and the numbers of policy. They must
make the bridge to the other side. It is doubtful the other side will make the bridge to
them.

These and other themes mark the changing nature of science, which dramatically impacts the
changing nature of science. It is important to articulate the need for thinking strategically and
differently in order to set up subsequent sessions in the science executive curriculum.
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Session 2: Stakeholder Alignment
CI enterprise leaders need to become adept at stakeholder analysis. Stakeholders include
anyone with a “stake” in the enterprise, whether they know it or not. Some stakeholders have
shared interests and some have competing interests and CI leaders need to continuously
understand and monitor the degree to which stakeholders are aligned using different
stakeholder management and analysis techniques.

Stakeholder analysis efforts generally focus initially on identifying, distinguishing among, and
understanding different stakeholders (Reed et al 2009). Although it may seem trivial at first,
identifying and categorizing stakeholders is not necessarily a simple task. Different stakeholders
have different stakes in CI enterprises and the interests of stakeholders should not be conflated
by accident. For example, one might categorize the White House, The U.S. House of
Representatives, and federal science funding agencies such as the National Science
Foundation all as part of a “federal government” stakeholder group, but this is likely less useful
than distinguishing among them. The interests of these three stakeholders might vary greatly –
and within each of these categories (i.e. Congress or NSF), there may be different stakeholders
with common or competing interests.

Stakeholder analysis identifies stakeholders and assesses their interests, perceptions, and
behaviors. Common techniques include interviews, surveys, workshops, and observation but
there are a host of technical and specialized techniques for identifying stakeholders, including
social network analysis, interest-influence matrices, q-sorting, knowledge mapping, etc. (see
Reed et al 2009 for a review). Figure 1 describes a technique, based on surveys, of visualizing
stakeholder alignment using “z-flowers” – a means for quickly, visually understanding the
distribution of stakeholder perspectives in different domains (Cutcher-Gershenfeld et al 2016).
This technique can be used to both categorize stakeholders in different domains of interest, and
to actively monitor their perspectives over time.
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Figure 1: Visual representation of stakeholder alignment between Geo and CI
stakeholders in EarthCube (see: Cutcher-Gershenfeld et al 2016)
Beyond simply understanding stakeholders, it is important to actively work to align them around
the enterprise to the degree possible. One common way to address this is to bring stakeholders
together – either in-person or virtually. On a smaller scale this can involve workshops, on a
larger scale, consortia. Although there is a wide variety of guidance available to run meetings,
key criteria that must be addressed are (adapted from Knight et al 2015):

(1) Understanding what the CI enterprise can and cannot do in relation to stakeholder
interests;
(2) Identify opportunities for the CI enterprise to further benefit stakeholders;
(3) Develop a process for feedback to the CI enterprise leadership;
(4) Reflect on the stakeholder community and revisit categories;
(5) Build and reinforce a common vision.

An important element for establishing stakeholder alignment involves establishing a common
vision an enterprise across stakeholders. This vision must be flexible enough to accommodate
competing interests, yet stable enough to mobilize action of the stakeholders. One way to think
about this common vision is as a “brand.” It is important not to dismiss a brand as simply a
superficial label or logo for an enterprise – a brand can be a powerful leadership tool that
shapes how stakeholders feel and think about an enterprise (Balmer 2001). Strong brands
reflect the identity of an enterprise: “Those characteristics of an organization which are central,
enduring and distinctive” (Albert & Whetten 1985). A brand is not just the logo or the tagline, but
runs through the entire enterprise and is reflected in everything the enterprise does, every
communication, and every stakeholder experience (Gregory 2004). The most important thing to
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think about with branding is that brands must be authentic. Brands are not just image. Image is
important, but brands are more about substance as reflected in the image. The entire history
and sum of experiences with stakeholders culminate and are reflected in the brand and the
brand and these experiences must be consistent with each other. Brands must be clear,
concise, and consistent. Brands outlive leaders and they must be nurtured and monitored
closely.

Session 3: Value Propositions
Why should we continue to fund you?
Why should we fund you in the first place?
Why should we increase your funding?
Why shouldn’t we decrease your funding?

The questions above are questions about value. Distributed science enterprises are increasingly
asked to justify themselves – to communicate the value they provide. Providing value is about
solving a problem or satisfying a need for a stakeholder. It is important that value is always from
the point of view of the other party. The answer to “why should we fund you?” should never be
“because I need the money.” The answer should always involve the value that the distributed
science enterprise provides to the stakeholder. The answer should involve a value proposition.
A value proposition is a science enterprise’s statement of benefit, importance, or worth. Since
different stakeholders benefit in different ways, a value proposition should always be in relation
to a particular stakeholder. In general, a value proposition involves satisfying a need or solving a
problem for a particular stakeholder – providing benefit or mitigating harm. It is critical to
remember that value propositions are always from the perspective of the stakeholder.

A value proposition should be created for each stakeholder, and a process established to
measure and communicate the value to the relevant stakeholder. The enterprise’s value is the
benefit it provides for its set of stakeholders. As indicated above, the White House, Congress,
and NSF are all part of the federal government, but CI enterprises provide different value to
each of them. Science funding agencies like NSF might care about specific scientific findings,
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while the House might care about return-on-investment in innovation, workforce development,
or national security. Individual members of Congress might be their own stakeholders.

There are multiple dimensions along which CI enterprises might offer value propositions. Four
dimensions that we have found useful for understanding this value are: science, innovation,
workforce, and economic:


Science - A fundamental way that science enterprises provide value to stakeholders
involves their contribution to science in terms of scientific findings. The same findings
might provide different benefits to different stakeholders. A university may be interested
generally in number of high-quality publications that come from the study, whereas a
foundation may be interested in specifically how the finding moves their scientific agenda
forward.



Innovation - An increasingly visible element of the value science enterprises generate
involves the development of innovations like new technologies and startup organizations
that often significantly impact industry. Many of the technologies that are fundamental to
the Internet, for example, have their roots in U.S. science spending, and many highprofile startup organizations have their roots in science (including Google, SpaceX, etc.)
– driving programs like SBIR and NSF’s I-Corps.



Workforce - An important area for the value of science enterprises to a variety of
stakeholders involves the impact on the workforce. Oftentimes science enterprises do
measure and communicate the courses they provided or supported, students who
worked on projects and increased skills, and researchers who upskilled themselves and
then moved on. Science enterprises impact the science, government, and commercial
workforce through upskilling knowledge workers in unique and significant ways.



Economic - Of course, much of the impact on science can be summed up in terms of
economic impact. On the one hand science enterprises can have an economic impact
over longer time horizons as a catalyst for economic growth. On the other hand
innovative and workforce outcomes can impact stakeholders on an intermediate timeframe. In still other cases direct and immediate funding to a science enterprise may be a
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direct economic return to a stakeholder (such as federal grants and a university
stakeholder, for example).

In combining the focus on stakeholders with the four dimensions of value, one can construct a
matrix (see Figure 2) to begin identifying value propositions for each stakeholder group. The
process involves listing all possible stakeholder groups along the vertical axis and then
determining which dimensions of value apply to the value proposition for each stakeholder. This
determination can involve extensive stakeholder analysis efforts.

Science

Innovation

Workforce

Economic

Stakeholder1
Stakeholder2
Stakeholder3
Figure 2: A Matrix of Stakeholders and Dimensions of Value

Once the dimensions of value are understood, this is just the beginning. Next the value
propositions should be stated using the stakeholder’s terms. What goals, benefits, or outcomes
does the dimension satisfy for that stakeholder? This may involve interviewing and surveying
stakeholders to understand what brings them value. A useful way to think about value for a
particular stakeholder along a specific dimension is to think in terms of whether it provides short
or long-term value, and whether the value involves bringing benefits or mitigating harm (see

Short-term

Long-term

Generate
Benefit

Goods
Purchase

Investments

Mitigate
Harm

Figure 3).

Cost
Avoidance

Insurance

Figure 3: Different conceptions of value.
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When a science enterprise generates benefit for a stakeholder, one can think of this benefit in
terms of a continuum of timing of how this value is reached. Benefits that involve proximal,
relatively certain outcomes would be akin to buying a product or service - one knows what one
is getting. However, many science enterprise outcomes are distal, uncertain, and relatively
unpredictable. This sort of value is akin to an investment. A good investment strategy is likely
to bear fruit over longer time horizons, but are often fairly difficult to predict or assess in the
short-term.

Further, science enterprises can produce value by mitigating harm. In the near term this could
involve cost avoidance. Cost, conceived broadly, could involve any number of negative
situations or excess resource expenditures that are mitigated by a science project. In the longterm, particularly when conceived in terms of future risks, science efforts can act more as
hedges against potential but uncertain issues that may arise in the future.

Thus, herein we provided brief guidance for thinking about value in science enterprises. Value
propositions are always with respect to a particular stakeholder, and science enterprises provide
value across four dimensions: science, innovation, workforce and economic. This value takes
the form of either generating benefits or mitigating harm, and can have fundamentally different
implications depending on whether value is generated over longer or shorter time horizons.

Session 4: Measuring Impact
“All the good business leaders I know are maniacal about measuring things. They know their
sales data and customer-satisfaction numbers, which divisions of their company are beating
expectations and which are lagging behind… Measurement is a big part of mobilizing for
impact. You set a goal, and then you use data to make sure you’re making progress toward
it.” – Bill Gates

Distributed science leaders are increasingly required to evaluate their impact. To do so, they
need to measure their impact. But this is not easy – in business contexts, outcomes are
eventually reflected in a company’s revenues, but science has no such clear outcome. So
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measurement is increasingly important to science and in this guide we introduce the basics of
measuring impact.

Measures and the Logic Model
The first important thing to remember is not to measure for measurement’s sake. Measure only
the things that matter – measure performance with respect to specific goals. Any measures that
are not associated with particular goals stemming from value propositions for specific
stakeholders are likely not necessary. A common way to think through goals of an organization
and associated measures are through a logic model.
The model for evaluation of a project - often described as a “logic model” or “input-processoutput model” - is typically the starting point for evaluation of a complex enterprise. The whole
idea of a logic model is to represent the enterprise in terms of a “theory” about how it will lead to
good results. What is the logic of this theory? That is, what are the causal mechanisms for how
the project will transform inputs into the desired outputs? Logic models explicitly take a systems
view of enterprises.

Logic models are developed by the leadership of an enterprise. The typical approach is the
input-process-output model, whereby the leadership team describes the enterprise in terms of a
system with inputs, key activities, and outputs and then each of these is evaluated separately
according to goals for the enterprise.

Figure 3 below describes a simplified, generic example of a logic model for a research
enterprise. Inputs and processes represent resources required and the activities which
transform these resources into outputs. There may be goals for each of these resources (say
costs of facilities, or number of humans), and goals for the activities (say deadlines for data
collection, or number of iterations of analyses). Measures of these goals are operational
metrics.
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Input

Output

Process

People

Data collection

Outcomes [for
participants]

Impact [for funders /
stakeholders]

Resources

Data analysis

Research Findings

Science Impact

Research

Communication

Capabilities

Workforce Development

Facilities

Evaluation

Publications,
Citations, Grants

Innovation Development
Economic Returns

Figure 4: Example Logic Model
Some goals have to do with the outcomes of these activities for those involved in the activities.
This could include publications for scientific activity and building capabilities for graduate
students in the project. Publications are a clear outcome that is important, but does not
necessarily translate into impacts to specific stakeholders. What do publications mean to
funding organizations, for example? To get at impacts of enterprises and their activities, it is
important to think in terms of the value proposition for a particular stakeholder.

Impact Measures
It is important to remember that all measures are not measures of impact. In order to measure
impact one must take the perspective of a key stakeholder and somehow determine the impact
on that stakeholder. There are many measures an enterprise might use to assess performance
with respect to particular goals – but only when those goals are associated with outcomes from
the perspective of particular stakeholders do they become measures of impact. The way to
decide what matters is to focus on goals of the science enterprise, and a good place to get at
the goals associated with overall impact of the enterprise is through the value propositions for
each stakeholder.
CI investment has been justified on needs of particular scientists for the “third pillar,”
computational science in addition to theory and experiment. CI was often funded using the
“Field of Dreams” approach - if you build it, research will come (DeMillo 2013). Quite often this
worked out, but CI enterprises must increasingly justify themselves to a growing array of
stakeholders who want to understand the levels of CI enterprise impact and the dimensions and
measures of value. We use the “Capability Maturity Model” for software development to address
levels of impact, and explore measurement of value across four dimensions that CI enterprise
leaders might consider.
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Applying the Capability Maturity Model

The Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie-Mellon University has developed the Capability
Maturity Model for software development. This can be more broadly adapted to CI enterprise.
There are four levels, each building on the previous level and improving enterprise operations
and communication.


Level 0 - Measure and communicate resources and capabilities enabled



Level 1 - Measure and communicate resource utilization



Level 2 - Measure and communicate scientific impact of utilization



Level 3 - Measure and communicate broader impacts of all enterprise operations

Level 0, depicted in Figure 4 below, describes enterprise activities as resources made available
(e.g., number of FLOPS or bytes of storage in the case of computational resources, or skill sets
in terms of human talent). This might cover the number of lines of code developed, the different
versions released, the number of people available for a function like the help desk. Such
operational metrics might be useful for informal internal discussion among enterprise
employees, but say little to many of the enterprise stakeholders.

Figure 4: Level 0 Value

Level 1, depicted in Figure 5 below, measures the extent to which the cyberinfrastructure
resources are used by the scientific community. Metrics extracted from “accounting” systems
such as the number of CPU hours consumed, the number of software downloads, or the
number of problems resolved can be broken down by users or scientific fields. This has some
18

use to stakeholders who understand how the work is done, but it is of little use conveying value
to other stakeholders.

Figure 5: Level 1 Value

Level 2, depicted in Figure 6 below, seeks to measure and communicate how the use of the CI
enterprise resources benefits the science that is done. A common measure for this is the
number of research publications produced from results facilitated by the enterprise. “Science
cases” – narratives of how the cyberinfrastructure contributed to science findings, often
accompanied by vivid images – are also used for this.

Figure 6: Level 2 Value

Level 3, depicted in Figure 7 below, involves a broader discourse for measuring and
communicating impacts, both indirect (deriving from science facilitated by the enterprise) and
from an enterprise’s direct activities. This requires two shifts: differentiating among stakeholders
and a change in the focus of CI enterprise leadership from particular projects to the CI
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enterprise itself. CI impact on science cannot, by itself, justify the CI enterprise. Educational,
innovation, and economic returns are important to many CI enterprise stakeholders.

Figure 7: Level 3 Value

CI enterprises are often adept at Levels 0 and 1 (resources and utilization). Some touch the
surface of Level 2 (direct output on scientific findings). Few reach Level 3 (indirect effects on
innovation, workforce, and economic outcomes). Why? In large measure this is due to the fact
that CI enterprise leadership did not have to worry about this until relatively recently when the
stakeholder ecology became more complicated.

Reporting Meaningful Measures
Finally, simply reporting a number for a measure is rarely adequate for providing a meaningful
measure of impact. If an enterprise reported that the publication garnered ten citations in its first
year, is this good or bad? In order to make measures of impact meaningful, they must always
be reported in relation to some context. Following are three tactics for introducing context.

1. Target & Benchmark Values. A critical part of every key performance indicator
(KPI) for an enterprise involves finding a target value for the metric for comparison.
Oftentimes this target can reflect the typical value of similar efforts. This comparison
to typical, similar situations is referred to as benchmarking. By comparing a score to
a target/benchmark, stakeholders can immediately understand whether the impact is
more or less positive than expected. For example, 10 citations in the first year is
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excellent if the target is 3 citations. Whereas this score would not be very strong if
the benchmark for similar efforts was 20.
2. Trends. Sometimes specific targets or benchmarks are either not readily forthcoming
or do not make sense. In such cases, simple comparison across previous values is a
good way to provide context. 10 citations this year, if a similar effort received 5 the
year before indicates a positive trend.
3. Ratios. Another way to standardize impact measures across dissimilar impacts is to
report them in terms of a ratio. For example, a common ratio is “return-oninvestment” (ROI), which is the cash value of the returns on the investment (R),
divided by the initial investment (I). ROI=R/I. By taking the value of return per
investment, one can immediately understand when an impact measure is strong (e.g.
ROI=5) or weak (e.g. ROI=.5)

One final comment is that useful impact measures for each dimension of value are scarce. This
is an emerging area and one where few useful impact measures have gained widespread
acceptance.

Evaluation Summary
Reactions to the workshop were generally quite positive. Before the workshop, participants were
asked to rank-order the importance of different learning objectives, and these objectives were
addressed both at the close of the workshop, and also over two years later in retrospective
interviews Appendix B provides detailed workshop evaluation data. Table 1 below summarizes
the first three priorities identified by participants, and their responses to survey questions.
Table 1: Evaluation of Top Three Participant Priorities
Top Three Learning Objectives
Identified by Steering Committee

Evaluation at the Close of the Workshop
“Did the Session Prepare Me to Meet this Objective?”

1. Understand & Communicate Value:
Identify dimensions of value for science enterprises –
particularly important for funding acquisition

Strongly Agree: 57%
Agree: 36%
Neither Agree nor Disagree: 7%
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2. Aligning Stakeholders:
Develop mechanisms for aligning stakeholders and
interests in science enterprises
3. Shared Vision:
Build a shared vision of success for science enterprises

Strongly Agree: 71%
Agree: 21%
Neither Agree nor Disagree: 7%
Strongly Agree: 50%
Agree: 21%
Neither Agree nor Disagree: 29%

Clearly participants were positive about the learning outcomes of the session. Participants
indicated that the session helped them to think more deeply about how to measure and
communicate the value of what they are doing, and in general really appreciated the focus on
measurement of outcomes.

Also, participants indicated that exercises helped to discover new elements of their enterprise.
For example, one participant indicated that they found a new appreciation for taken-for-granted
stakeholders:
“Yes, this session certainly surfaced many more stakeholders than we had considered
before, and gave us a way to think about their value proposition. It was interesting to see that
[CI enterprise] stakeholders valued workforce development so highly. I think many of our
stakeholders would as well. I think our action item is to enumerate our stakeholders and
survey them to get more data about their value assessments.”

Overall, participants expressed and appreciation for the workshop and also an ability to
integrate the concepts in a coherent way. For example, one participant described the overall
takeaways as:
“The perspectives from the past two days seemed to reinforce and validate our
vision/mission statements. However, they highlighted areas where we need to connect to
goals and metrics. By more clearly identifying our stakeholders and articulating our value
proposition, and by demonstrating that value through metrics, we can better communicate
our brand.”

At the close of the workshop, participants were positive and identified many areas of value from
the workshop. To determine whether these lessons changed practices, almost three years later
we contacted a sample of the participants and interviewed them about concepts relating to
those in the workshop. Of course, at that point it is difficult to pinpoint what lessons they applied
in their enterprises explicitly due to the workshop. So instead, we looked for a reflection of the
overall themes in their discussions with us. We found significant attention to virtually all four
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major themes in our conversations – selected statements along these lines are included at the
end of Appendix B. Overall, in these interviews we found continued attention to (1) the
changing nature of science; (2) the importance of identifying stakeholders; (3) understanding the
value they provide to stakeholders; and (4) measurement. When asked about the workshop’s
value over time, one participant indicated that the cross-pollination of different science and CI
leaders was critical:
“The session was a discussion among the [CI enterprise] leadership for some time. It brought
issues out on the table were important... Makes people talk about things that they don’t
usually talk about. Perhaps at some level they knew but they weren’t conscious of. Also
brought together leaders of the community that don’t talk to each other. That was interesting
to see how they deal with things that are similar but different.”

The bottom line is that participant continue to think that the concepts from the workshop are
relevant, important, and should continue to be administered. As one participant indicated: “The
community has matured to a point where they want more of this now.” Another agreed and
believes that “We need more and more regular workshops or executive training sessions. The
time is right to try to institutionalize this type of enterprise thinking…”

Conclusion
Increased attention to science is due in part to the recognition that science and its infrastructure
is important to society. This is good news for CI and science enterprise leaders, but it means
more work. With increased recognition of the importance of science comes increased demands
for accountability, and with these demands comes increased expectations of compliance. CI
and science enterprise leaders are now called on to supply the compliance that scientists often
do not want to provide, thinking it not part of the scientific endeavor and something that others
should take care of. It is too early to say whether this strategy will work. It is plausible that
scientists themselves must take on this kind of work, regardless of how the feel about it,
because this is the quid pro quo for doing science going forward. It is probably too early to say
whether this outcome is certain. In any case, CI and science enterprise leaders must
increasingly anticipate and prepare for change in circumstances where change is happening
rapidly.
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A century of organization science has shown how to achieve organizational effectiveness in a
variety of complex contexts, and has covered a variety of topics that CI center executives face,
such as organizational governance; innovation management; resource provisioning; workforce
development and turnover reduction; process improvement; and strategic leadership. This pilot
project is not an attempt to address the breadth of this tradition, but to begin tackling some of
the tough issues that are particularly important to CI and science executives.
This pilot project followed in the tradition of “executive education” in management schools that
has a successful track record in enabling executives to deal with complex organizational
situations (e.g., Vicere 1989; Mintzberg and Gosling 2002; Clegg and Smith 2003). Successful
executive education is not structured in such a way that participants sit and listen to experts
speak. Executives are the experts. They are successful and accomplished leaders who can
benefit from reflection and learning from each other – in addition to learning from wellestablished frameworks rooted on organizational research. In this pilot project, we followed the
lead of the most advanced executive education courses, leveraging the extraordinary talent of
the participants under the direction of facilitators. The objective was to produce practical,
implementable, and measureable improvements in CI enterprise leadership.
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Appendix A. Pilot Timeline & Participants
Pre-planning workshop
Sunday June 9, 2013
Arlington, VA
The investigators began the project by drawing on a meeting of cyberinfrastructure leaders and
organization scientists in February, 2013 in Ann Arbor MI in conjunction with the Research
Coordination Network grant (NSF#1148996) to establish a clearer view of stakeholder interests
in the CI realm. Participation list available at: http://managingcenters.net/leadingci/leading-cienterprise-participants/
Findings from this workshop inspired the content of this pilot executive education session. This
content laid the groundwork for the “Steering Committee meeting” where initial learning
objectives, target participants, and an agenda for the session were identified. The steering
committee meeting involved the following participants:













Amy Apon, Clemson University
Nick Berente, University of Georgia
Joel Cutcher-Gershenfeld, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaigne
John King, University of Michigan
Ashok Krishnamurthy, RENCI
Bill Lester, Lawrence Berkeley National Labs
Barbara Mittleman, Nodality, Inc.
Rob Pennington, NCSA
David Skinner, NERSC
Victoria Stodden, Columbia University
Nancy Wikins-Diehr, XSEDE
Susan Winter, Maryland

Following was the agenda for the session:
1:00 -1:15 PM - Introductions
1:15 -1:30 – Science enterprise & science executives (Nick Berente)
1:30 - 2:30 – Learning objectives (John King)
2:30-2:45 – break
2:45-4:00 – Pilot session agenda (Joel Cutcher-Gershenfeld)
4:00-5:00 – Additional discussion: participation, funding, sustainability, etc.
After 5:00 – Dinner for those interested, location to be determined

We used numerical rankings for the steering committee to rank priorities (low numbers being
higher priorities). See Table below for the results:
Table: Learning Objectives Ranking
Rank
1. Understand & Communicate Value:
Identify dimensions of value for science enterprises – particularly

16

important for funding acquisition

26

2. Shared Vision:
Build a shared vision of success for science enterprises

28

3. Aligning Stakeholders:
Develop mechanisms for aligning stakeholders and interests in

24

science enterprises
4. Science Evolving:
Appreciate the changing landscape of science fields and

45

disciplines
5. Human Resources:
Build capability for talent management in staffing science

43

enterprises
6. University & Industry Relations:
Expand science enterprise capability for managing university

52

and industry relations
7. Community building:
Identify next steps for community of science enterprises

49

In discussions with the steering committee over these priorities and related comments we
developed the curriculum.
From the session we identified the following Learning Objectives:
Build a shared vision of success for science centers
Identify dimensions of value for science centers
Develop mechanisms for aligning stakeholders and interests in science centers
Appreciate the changing landscape of science fields and disciplines
Build capability for talent management in staffing science centers
Expand science center capability for managing university and industry relations
Identify next steps for community of science centers.

Pilot workshop
October 11 & 12, 2013
Atlanta, GA
The investigators began the project with a “Steering Committee meeting” where initial learning
objectives, target participants, and an agenda for the session were identified. The steering
committee meeting involved the following participants:

Stan Ahalt, RENCI
Suzie Allard, DataONE
Lee Allison, EarthCube
Amy Apon, Clemson
Lothar Bauerdick, OSG
Mark Berman, GENI
Jay Boisseau, TACC
Tim Cockerill, XSEDE
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Patricia Cruse, DataONE
Peter Fox, RPI
Victor Hazelwood, NICS
Michael Levine, PSC
Miron Livney, OSG
Nathaniel Mendosa, TACC
Nick Nystrom, PSC
Rob Pennington, NCSA
Greg Peterson, NICS
David Skinner, NERSC
Susan B. Strasser, NUFO
Vic Thomas,GENI
John Towns, XSEDE
Stephen Wasserman, NUFO

Day 1
Friday, October 11, 2013
8:30
9:00
Vision I
9:20
10:00
10:40
11:00
12:15

Breakfast
Introduction

The changing nature of science
Cyberinfrastructure scenario analysis
Break
The Science Enterprise Game
Lunch

Value I
1:30
3:00

Shared vision of success; dimensions of value
Break

Stakeholders I
3:30 Alignment; stakeholders and interests
Capabilities
5:00
6:30

Brand identity; broadening participation
Reception & Dinner
Leadership activity

Day 2
Saturday, October 12, 2013
8:30
9:00

Breakfast
Check-In

Stakeholders II
9:30 Lateral alignment; lean enterprise; project mgt
10:45 Break
11:15 Talent management
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12:00 Lunch
Value II
1:00
2:00
2:30

Metrics
Break
Roundtable dialogue

Vision II
3:30
4:45
5:00

Strategic pivots in science & next step plans
Concluding comments
Adjourn

Dissemination
Elements of the curriculum were presented at CASC (Coalition for Advanced Scientific
Computing) on October 3, 2013, and NUFO (DOE's National User Facilities Organization), on
August 29, 2013 before the workshop in October 2013.
The PIs have presented on the topic of "understanding and communicating the value of science
enterprises" and initial elements of the curriculum at a Coalition for Academic Scientific
Computing (CASC) meeting, at a workshop of CI leaders and organization scientists at a
meeting in Ann Arbor, and a DOE National User Facilities Organization (NUFO) meeting. A
paper was accepted for presentation at the Atlanta Conference on Science and Innovation
Policy in September 2013.
The PIs have presented on the topic of "understanding and communicating the value of science
enterprises" and initial elements of the curriculum at a Coalition for Academic Scientific
Computing (CASC) meeting, at a workshop of CI leaders and organization scientists at a
meeting in Ann Arbor, and a DOE National User Facilities Organization (NUFO) meeting, a Task
Force on American Innovation meeting on April 24, 2014, and also invited presentations at
NCSA on August 26, 2013, and TACC on April 3, 2014. Paper presented at the Atlanta
Conference on Science and Innovation Policy in September 2013. PI Berente included in a
panel at SC 2014. Tutorial proposal was made for SC 14 but rejected. Birds of a Feather
session proposed for SC 2014

Following is a list of presentations, papers, and reports associated with the content of the
science executive curriculum.


February 2013 – RCN Workshop
Berente, N. , Howison, J., King, J.L., Cutcher-Gershenfeld, J., Pennington, R., (2014)
“Leading Cyberinfrastructure Enterprise: Value Propositions, Stakeholders, and
Measurement” (March 26, 2014). Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2416247



March 2013 – Berente, invited presentation, CASC
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“Managing HPC Centers: Best Practice, Communicating Value, and Benchmarking Initial findings from CASC survey,” Invited presentation, Coalition for Academic Scientific
Computation (CASC, March 15, 2013.


June 2013 – Berente, invited presentation, LBNL
“Understanding and Communicating the Value of Science Enterprise,” Invited
presentation, Lawrence Berkeley National Labs, Berkeley, California, June 18, 2013.



June 2013 – Berente, invited presentation, NUFO
“Talking the Right Talk: Understanding and Communicating the Value of Science
Enterprise,” Invited presentation, Department of Energy National User Facilities
Organization Annual Meeting, Berkeley, California, June 20, 2013.



August 2013 – Berente, invited presentation, NCSA
“Understanding and Communicating the Value of Science Enterprise,” Invited
presentation, National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), Urbana, Illinois,
August 28, 2013.



September 2013 – Conference paper and Berente presentation, Atlanta Conference
Berente, N., Howison, J., and King, J.L. (2013) "Five Models for Interaction Between
Science Enterprises and Organization Scientists," Atlanta Conference on Science and
Innovation Policy, Atlanta, Georgia, September 26-28.



September 2013 – Conference paper and Howison presentation, Atlanta Conference
"From Loss to Gain: Exploiting Diaspora in Cyberinfrastructure Enterprises," Atlanta
Conference on Science and Innovation Policy, Atlanta, Georgia, September 26, 2013.



Berente, N. and Rubleske, J., (2013) “Academic Computing Management Benchmarks:
Beta Version A Report on a Pilot Survey of the Coalition for Academic Scientific
Computing (CASC) Members” (August 20, 2013). Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2313089 .



April 2014 – Berente, invited presentation, TACC
“Why should I value you? Understanding and communicating the value of
cyberinfrastructure,” invited presentation, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC),
Austin, Texas, April 3, 2014.



April 2014 – Berente, invited presentation, Task Force on American Innovation
“Understanding and communicating the value of science enterprises,” invited
presentation, Task Force on American Innovation, Washington D.C., April 24, 2014.



May 2014 – Berente, conference presentation, ISA
“Organizational Transformation and Cyberinfrastructure,” Industry Studies Association
2014 Annual Conference, Portland, Oregon, May 29, 2014.



November 2014 – Berente, panelist, SC
Greg Newby, David Lifka, Susan Fratkin, Amy Apon, Craig Stewart, Nicholas Berente,
Rudolf Eigenmann (2014). “ROI from Academic Supercomputing. Supercomputing.”
New Orleans.
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November 2014 – Berente & King, BOF session, SC
Nicholas Berente, John Leslie King, Daniel Reed (2014). Managing High-Performance
Computing Centers: Communicating the Value of HPC. Supercomputing. New Orleans.



March 2015 – Berente, invited Presentation, Clemson/ACI-REF
“Stakeholder-focused Evaluation for Advanced Cyberinfrastructure Research and
Education Facilitators,” invited presentation, Clemson University, Clemson, SC, March
17, 2015.



May 2016 – Journal paper, Data Science Journal
Cutcher-Gershenfeld, J., Baker, K., Berente, N., Carter, D., et al (2016) “Build it, but will
they come? A Geoscience Cyberinfrastructure Baseline Analysis,” Data Science Journal,
Vol.15, p.8.



December 2016 – Report from the project (this report)
Berente, N., King, J.L., Cutcher-Gershenfeld, J., Howison, J., Winter, S., “Thinking Like a
Science Executive: A Workshop Curriculum for Cyberinfrastructure Leaders” (December
6, 2016). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2881752



Forthcoming – Book chapter, NIH SciTS Team
Berente, N. and Howison, J. “Strategies for Success in Virtual Collaboration,” in Hall et al
(Eds) Advancing Social and Behavioral Health Research through Cross-disciplinary
Team Science: Principles for Success, Springer, forthcoming.



Website with content from the workshop
http://distributedscience.ischool.utexas.edu/
http://distributedscience.ischool.utexas.edu/node/122
http://distributedscience.ischool.utexas.edu/node/125
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Appendix B: Evaluation
Session Evaluations (end of session)
Following are results for a questionnaire administered at the close of the workshop. Some
participants had departed, and others did not respond to any question – so to allow ready
comparison of results we used percentages of respondents to report results.
1. Was the content of the session at the right level?
A. Too Basic – 7%
B. The Right Level – 93%
C. Too Difficult – 0%
2. Did the session meet your expectations?
A. Exceeded expectations – 21%
B. Equaled expectations - 79%
C. Did not meet expectations – 0%
3. Would you recommend this session to others in your enterprise?
A. Yes – 75%
B. Maybe – 25%
C. No – 0%
4. Indicate your agreement with the following statements.
4.1 This session prepared me to understand and communicate the value of my CI
enterprise. Including identifying dimensions of value, particularly important for funding
acquisition.
A. Strongly Agree – 57%
B. Agree – 36%
C. Neither Agree nor Disagree – 7%
D. Disagree – 0%
E. Strongly Disagree – 0%
4.2 This session prepared me to build a shared vision of success for my CI enterprise.
A. Strongly Agree – 50%
B. Agree – 21%
C. Neither Agree nor Disagree – 29%
D. Disagree – 0%
E. Strongly Disagree – 0%
4.3 This session better prepared me to develop mechanisms for aligning stakeholders and
interests in my CI enterprise.
A. Strongly Agree – 71%
B. Agree – 21%
C. Neither Agree nor Disagree – 7%
D. Disagree – 0%
E. Strongly Disagree – 0%
4.4 This session prepared me to better appreciate the changing landscape of science fields
and disciplines.
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A. Strongly Agree – 79%
B. Agree – 14%
C. Neither Agree nor Disagree – 7%
D. Disagree – 0%
E. Strongly Disagree – 0%
4.5 This session prepared me to build capability for talent management in staffing my CI
enterprise.
A. Strongly Agree – 43%
B. Agree – 43%
C. Neither Agree nor Disagree – 14%
D. Disagree – 0%
E. Strongly Disagree – 0%
4.6 This session prepared me to expand the capability of my CI enterprise for managing
university and industry relations.
A. Strongly Agree – 57%
B. Agree – 21%
C. Neither Agree nor Disagree – 21%
D. Disagree – 0%
E. Strongly Disagree – 0%
4.7 This session prepared me to identify steps for building a community of CI enterprises.
A. Strongly Agree – 36%
B. Agree – 29%
C. Neither Agree nor Disagree – 36%
D. Disagree – 0%
E. Strongly Disagree – 0%
General Comments:


I knew my role much more as science enterprise than as science. I thought this session
was a fantastic experience, and it gave me a completely new perspective about what we
go and how we should think about it.



Need to make this more focused on a few areas and go further in depth.



I had high expectations so it means a lot to equal them! I really enjoyed the blanace of
presentations and discussion. Particularly liked networking apps and 'games'



This was an excellent session and dealt well with some of the challenges in dealing with
such an 'interesting' group. The hand offs between the leaders was very good.



Protein for breakfast. Location-prefer more restaurants/bars within walking, beach is
always nice.



Thanks. Good discussion and thought provoking material.



The content was good and at a reasonable level.
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Great workshop, I valued the opportunity to attend!

Open-Ended Questions
1. Look at the mission and strategic goals of your enterprise. Did the perspectives from this
session impact your view of that mission and those goals in any way? In what way?
Please be specific.


Yes. Impacted views of strategic goals. How do these goals map to the needs of
our stakeholders. Are our goals complete (ie are the needs of all or at least of our
major stakeholders represented).



The perspectives from the past two days seemed to reinforce and validate our
vision/mission statements. However, they highlighted areas where we need to
connect to goals and metrics. By more clearly identifying our stakeholders and
articulating our value proposition, and by demonstrating that value through
metrics, we can better communicate our brand.



No. It simply reinforced our mission and strategic goals for my ous.



I felt that the tools from this session were helpful in reviewing both mission and
goals. Mission: I felt the mission statement measured up well to the yard stick of
value, although it might benefit by adding an “outcome” phrase (ie noting impact).
Strategic goals: In reviewing these against both values and metric development, I
felt that they provide a good framework for our organization.



Confirmed our approach and outcomes are reasonable and useful.



The mission and strategic goals are driven to a significant degree by external
factors. Perspective in this area did not change.



Yes, we’ve reexamined our mission; clearly if we say we represent users, we
need a better description of how we do this and what benefits users receive as a
result of the things we do. It is also clear that we as a Steering Committee need
to have a serious discussion on strategic goals and what they mean in the
context of NUFO. What many of us identified as strategic goals are really
operational (short-term) goals.



I don’t think I will change mission or strategic goals, but Nick has already been
helping us define those so maybe that’s why I feel like I have a leg up. I do think
that I have gained insight that I need to have stakeholder-driven…EVERYTHING.
Everything such as value propositions, goals, metrics, communication.



Yes it did impact my view of the mission and goals in helping create and refine
them. Also helped provide thoughtful inspection and reinforcement of the
vision/mission/goals. The workshop provides guided discussion and provided
mechanisms to create and refine the vision/mission/goals.
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Yes, I think I will sit down with vision/mission/goals and think about each from the
perspective of the stakeholder constituencies. I will also go through the ICPI
exercise and think about them, metrics, and goals.



Time to put a suite of metrics on ‘paper’.



May want to revisit mission and strategic goals in context of a more extensive
stakeholder alignment exercise.

2. Look at the longer-term vision for your enterprise. Did the perspectives from this session
impact your view of where your enterprise should be heading in the future? Please be
specific.


The session reinforced our thinking that the various CIs being developed need to
be involved in a conversation of defining value proposition, how CIs can be
sustained beyond the lifetime of a project, etc.



No, I think the vision is very good.



Kinda. Development of better metrics to show how we are progressing and show
we pursue the way we are going to change it.



Yes, the opportunity for sharing across this community seems promising and
should be exploited (used in the sense for economic discipline).



Confirmed that we are doing it right. Liked concept of “commoditizing” research
results then moving on.



The session brought an understanding that most customers benefit indirectly.
The future actions will take into account where the best “pressure” points are,
which is in part of the vision of “maximal impact”.



The perspectives from this session may help us refine our vision, but overall, the
committee respondents are essentially in agreement on our vision.



N/A



Due to internal changes and forces at our organization, the vision is being
reviewed so this workshop was a timely guided discussion of
vision/mission/goals of our org. This session was good and will have ideas and
tools to help review and craft our org vision/mission/goals.



Yes, see answer to #1. Also, I will think about some of the other topics
discussed, such as branding, for the vision.



Build in a component of stakeholder analysis into several phases of new
programs.



Need to reconsider vision in context of projected shrinking state and federal
budgets.
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3. Think about the current points of alignment and misalignment among your stakeholders
(behavioral, structural, strategic, and cultural). Did this session surface new insights and
point to action implications? Please be specific.


Yes, this session certainly surfaced many more stakeholders than we had
considered before, and gave us a way to think about their value proposition. It
was interesting to see that XSEDE stakeholders valued workforce development
so highly. I think many of our stakeholders would as well. I think our action item is
to enumerate our stakeholders and survey them to get more data about their
value assessments.



Metrics: all about metrics is what I took away from this.



It is difficult to determine this in the time frame of the workshop. We are a very
complex organization with a lot of moving parts, in terms of stakeholders.
Therefore I simply need more time to really do this analysis! But now I have a
new toolset to use. I think our principles will help us somewhat in this arena.



We will adapt alignment mapping process/prop (?) shown here as part of our
sustainability n law. Value proportion of continuous segments will help us to
analyze a complex magisteria. Although “customers” were ….who “buy” our
products, in fact the service helped me see users of free services as much as our
customers as the people who pay (fund) us to do this. (THIS WAS VERY
DIFFICULT TO READ. POOR HANDWRITING)



There is significant misalignment among stakeholders, which in our perspective
cannot be changed. But we can refocus efforts on the subset of stakeholders
where impact is likely to be highest.



Yes-we realize that to facilitate stakeholder alignment, we clearly need to know
more about our stakeholders – ie what they expect from NUFO and their
perception of if we meet their expectations. Additionally, we need to know how
clearly (or not) the expectations of different stakeholders match.



Yes, but I only know that I have a lot more to do in this area.



The main one is articulating value to stakeholders on ‘science’ is hard and some
new thought on trying to articulate the value in economic, knowledge, and
circulation are areas to focus on was helpful.



The session helped to crystallize some of the ways to frame our mission and
interactions with various stakeholders. The points of alignment have been
explored for the stakeholders, but I intend to revisit these questions.



Quantifying low barriers to lateral alignment is very helpful. Decomposing into 4
cpts also very good.



Provided some data and tools for reflection upon returning to my organization.

4. Think about the way you run your measure and communicate the value of your
enterprise. Did the perspectives from this session give you any ideas that you might
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incorporate in measuring and communicating that value? What ideas? Please be
specific.


Yes. Some of the ways in which we communicate value today are measures of
value rather than the value proposition. For example we count the number of puls
(?) generated by users of our CIR report this to the NSF. We need to tie this to
the NSF mission of advancing science.



Yes, we already have a series of metrics that we report, but we should tie them
more specifically to goals and to a specific value proposition. We should also
look for new metrics to support goals and fill existing gaps. For example, we
should probably start to follow team size and lifetime as a measure of
collaboration for our NSF stakeholder.



Development of metrics.



Yes. It illustrated that there is still a lot of pushback from some members of our
community in terms of communicating science to the public. Finding a way to
share the story of our project without damaging the standing of our scientists
within their community continues to be a challenge.



Creation of KPI’s is a good approach to marketing strategy and to identify and
align activities to different customers/??? Segments.



Since some aspects are political, the metrics understood by customers are not
necessarily valid. The long lead time for performance also complicates strategic
metrics. Operational metrics are easier to implement.



We need to work much harder at developing metrics at various levels. We have
developed some metrics for some of our events, but we have nothing to measure
success at achieving strategic goals (in fact, we really need to work on
developing REAL strategic goals).



Yes. Given a stakeholder, I need to tailor what I measure and communicate to
that stakeholder. Such as: it never occurred to me that I should be measuring
and communicating the value XSEDE brings to the Service Providers. Partly
because NSF says that they have to work with us. We should still measure the
value of that interaction.



Well we (our org) don’t do a good job with these two so ideas, tool, and guided
discussions on these was useful and probably will raise the priority of these for
our org.



The discussions included good ideas and examples. I also learned better ways to
explore this. The stakeholders and different aspects of value were articulated in a
way that I found helpful!



Refinement of what we are doing.



Provided a good structure for developing KPIs.
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5. Think about the way you run your enterprise. Did the perspectives from this session give
you any ideas that you might incorporate in running your enterprise? What ideas?
Please be specific.


I liked the ideas about talent retention-particularly the idea that performance
review can be a negative for most employees, and that those employees should
be rewarded or incentivized by other means.



Metrics.



This session validated some of the areas we have spent a lot of time and effort
on, namely the integration of and strong communication between the two sides of
our organizational house- CI and CE. The session did suggest some areas for
metrics development



Yes KPIs and value proposition mapping, particularly clarifying customer
segmentation.



The necessity of engaging with the true customers, which are organizations
rather than individuals. This will change the communication paths we use.



Yes-we need to survey our customers and stakeholders to better understand
their expectations. If we do that, then, and only then, can we examine our
organization to determine if we are best structured to meet these needs.



Yes. It will help our project for me to identify and segment all stakeholders, and to
develop tailored interactions for each.



Not sure. May need to let these ideas and tools sink in some. Sorry I am sure
that is not the answer you were looking for.



There was some about running our enterprise, but mostly it helped with thinking
about how I frame thinking about the enterprise as well as how to communicate
about the enterprise with our various constituencies.



Decomposing value also gives a good new perspective. Plan to align
value/metric devel into sci/knowl/econ/innov



Team leadership theories and dynamics can be interesting for structuring future
proposals. Talent management session provided good for thought-especially
employee retention.
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Session Evaluations (interviews three years later)
Below are selected comments from conversations with workshop attendees. Conversations
were open-ended about the current situations at the CI enterprises, and selected comments
were gleaned from these conversations to show how the four areas of emphasis for the
workshop (changing nature of science, stakeholders, value propositions, and metrics) were still
relevant and that CI executives were comfortably using the vocabulary from the workshop as
evidence of the workshop’s impact on their practices. Finally, we included a number of
comments on the workshop overall.

Selected Comments on the Changing Nature of Science:
“Agencies like NSF and NIH that fund science enterprise are becoming more and more
interested in funding larger collaborative efforts focused on the science, and the
infrastructure side is becoming more service oriented rather than infrastructure oriented….
Trends include web-based access to science, including end-to-end science workflows where
scientist don’t have to upload constantly… go to one location and do your work… Point and
click all the way through analysis and data curation and such all in one stop. Enabling
experimental reproducibility…. Focused more on software, we’ve had to hire more project
management”
“There’s a transition we’re in the middle of. Transitioning to group science. Consequence of
less efficiency as function of being a group – need to apply the same level of rigor to
understanding the organizational end.”
“ Integration between domains and blurring of boundaries and transdisciplinarity – continued
in last three years. Science teams are changing that’s why science infrastructure is critical –
different kinds of data, people are getting organized around problems. Different vocabularies
– trying to look at problems from different perspectives really changes things.”
“The scientific method is changing a bit – not necessarily starting with a hypothesis- moving
to inductive. There is more talk about reproducibility from science not from compliance…
especially as we move to larger datasets.”
The changing nature of science is obvious for the people at this workshop but not more
broadly for people in science. We see it earlier… Among the leadership in the community is
fairly well-known… but there is the new wrinkle of this profession emerging…. Take what we
know about this changing nature of science and combine it with the emergence of the
profession…. Acknowledge the need for these people. Raising awareness of the profession
– may change the changing nature of science… technical professional who contribute.”

Selected Comments on Stakeholder Analysis
“we did a much better job of up-front requirements gathering form all of the stakeholders
involved… it impacted our team … we chose to include a variety of partners from the funded
stakeholders of our team.”
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“We spent time identifying, categorizing and engaging the different stakeholders… we
thought a lot more in-depth about these things.”
“Workshop emphasized who the stakeholders are and how we align with their natural
rhythmns… align with the workflows… so that we get better and better at doing that. The way
we did it in the past – embed with a number of people that were scientifically or institutionally
important. Like the genomics lab – we looked at how they use genetics to treat patients –
not consciously but as a result of working closely with them…”

Selected Comments about Value Propositions
“Value proposition and brand idetntity embraced well at [CI enterprise]… We always think
about what is the value we can deliver to the community. Brand identity… we realize that [CI
enterprise] is a pretty strong brand right now … we try to be conscious of brands… we
continue to use the brands in the messaging for [CI enterprise] … the talks that [enterprise
leader] gives wherever he goes it is a part of who we are – we create and promote these
brands and look at these things as… long term thing… will help with sustainability…”
“We just went through a process to do a survey of the value proposition… from that analysis
we put recommendations to the executive committee on what to do next… much of it bled
over into the brand… It is all about the brand.”
“Every day we talk about brands, value propositions, and stakeholders. Every day I wish I
had an MBA. Any of the CASC meetings, talk to the older cadre, they know this stuff is
essential. The ones that are lucky have coaches, stuff like y’all helping us to think about
these things…”
“We do some things to capture value propositions – scenarios and personas – and we have
gone beyond that to identify in each product category using matrixes for how to best align our
product.”
“From a sustainability point of view, the usefulness of the workshop is that we think about the
value we bring to each stakeholder – what is our value proposition to each stakeholder?”
“NSF is the only agency without a mission. We are trying to understand value to NSF and
how to express it. This is more important on campuses. Given the lack of national resources,
campuses are stepping up to provide these resources which comes up to a value argument
… campuses that pull it off you attract and retain the best faculty. There is a need to
articulate that value at the campus level.”

Selected Comments on Measurement
“People from funding agencies are pushing on measuring success… because OMB or
Congress are on their ass... we are looking at things beyond uptime and availability… like
how many DOIs are we minting every year… how do we encourage citations? How do we
find citations? That’s not figured out yet. The metrics they ask for are not the metrics they
need…”
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“Part of the evaluation method… looking to explain what we’re doing as an ROI that makes
sense. After he we work with people we asks them to estimate how much time the group is
actually saving due to the project.”
“Success limited by the evidence of your success.”
“Metrics are important to our sustainability model – now really thorough costing, had some
but getting very precise. Costing is a matter of where the Eye of Sauron is at any given
moment.”
“Our original metrics did not help, but we still keep those and moved to better metrics. We
worked with program officers. Internal metrics measured different components of the project
– project metrics – mostly technical metrics… The people side is a separate component…”

Selected Overall Comments on the Value of the Workshop
“We need more and more regular workshops or executive training sessions. The time is right
to try to institutionalize this type of enterprise thinking…”
“If we’re going to have to spend so much effort thinking about these things from an
administrative, organizational side…. There is certainly value in me and others in the
community to go to workshops to remind ourselves about this stuff…. The value of the
workshop is to pull the value is to take us out of the daily grind and think about these things
from a strategic level and bounce ideas off of each other, interact with each other…”
“There were some messages in the workshop that really stuck with me. These
organizational types that RENCI falls in – not-for-profit interstitial – can be critically important
for change to occur on the outside. Emboldened me to think about that role and how to do a
better job institutionalizing it. Keying off on the word “enterprise” – we have gone off on a
variety of efforts with varying success. We tried new organizational forms. We tried to find a
way to support [a platform]… had to do a major rewrite to make it more attractive – the
workshop tipped me over the edge to think how to support enterprise software. Scientists
want to create agile, not enterprise – now have consortium with software and it is very
successful.”
“The session was a discussion among the [CI enterprise] leadership for some time. It brought
issues out on the table were important... Makes people talk about things that they don’t
usually talk about. Perhaps at some level they knew but they weren’t conscious of. Also
brought together leaders of the community that don’t talk to each other. That was interesting
to see how they deal with things that are similar but different.”
“Another example of the same thinking processes – doing strategic plan for [CI enterprise].
Thinking about trying to change ourselves internally to see how RENCI operates in different
groups and how institutionalize incremental improvements. How can we try new things more
frequently?”
“Enjoyed the exercises and learned stuff.”
“The community has matured to a point where they want more of this now.”
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Appendix C. Worksheets
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CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE SCENARIO ANALYSIS
Value Proposition

Generate
Value

Mitigate
Harm

Short
Term

Long
Term
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VISION FOR SUCCESS
Imagine that it is seven years from now – 2020 – and we are
celebrating fantastic success for cyberinfrastructure and
science enterprises. What are some elements of success that
we are celebrating?
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VALUE PROPOSITIONS FOR CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
Value propositions for 2-4 different customer segments. What benefit can my enterprise offer this
segment along this dimension? Be specific about segment
Customer
Segment

Science

Economic

Knowledge

Innovation

(Science Impact ;
Scientific Findings)

(Financial return, efficiency
gain – time /money, generate
revenue)

(Education, capabilities,
workforce development)

(New technologies,
procedures, startup
organizations)
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STAKEHOLDER SPECIFICATION EXERCISE
• ENTERPRISE LEADERSHIP/SENIOR STAFF
• ENTERPRISE MID-LEVEL AND FRONT-LINE STAFF
• MEMBER OF A UNIVERSITY-BASED RESEARCH TEAM
• UNIVERSITY EXECUTIVE LEADER
• OTHER UNIVERSITY-BASED ROLE (PLEASE SPECIFY)
• MEMBER OF AN INDUSTRY-BASED RESEARCH TEAM
• INDUSTRY EXECUTIVE LEADER
• OTHER INDUSTRY-BASED ROLE (PLEASE SPECIFY)
• MEMBER OF A FEDERAL LAB OR GOVERNMENT CENTER-BASED RESEARCH
TEAM

•
•
•
•

GOVERNMENT FUNDING AGENCY
GOVERNMENT POLICY MAKER OR STAFF TO A GOVERNMENT POLICY MAKER
OTHER GOVERNMENT-BASED ROLE (PLEASE SPECIFY)
NON-PROFIT OR PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION

EXPAND OR CONTRACT THE LIST OF SCIENCE ENTERPRISE
STAKEHOLDERS TO THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF GRANULARITY FOR
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TWO USES:

A.STAKEHOLDERS SPECIFIED FOR REGULAR OPERATIONS

B. STAKEHOLDER SPECIFIED FOR LONG-RANGE STRATEGIC
PLANNING
Suggested Citation: Berente, N., King, J.L., Cutcher-Gershenfeld, J., Howison, J., Winter, S., “Thinking Like a
Science Executive: A Workshop Curriculum for Cyberinfrastructure Leaders” (December 6, 2016). Available at SSRN:
https://ssrn.com/abstract=2881752

INTEREST IDENTIFICATION EXERCISE
Select five key stakeholders and identify at least 2-3 interests – What is
“at stake” for that stakeholder relative to your enterprise?
1. Stakeholder:
Interests:

2. Stakeholder:
Interests:

3. Stakeholder:
Interests:

4. Stakeholder:
Interests:

5. Stakholder:
Interests:
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LATERAL INITIATIVES EXERCISE
HOW MANY LATERAL (MULTI-STAKEHOLDER) INITIATIVES,
PARTNERSHIPS, AND OTHER INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
INVOLVE YOUR ENTERPRISE?

WHAT ASPECTS OF THESE ARRANGEMENTS ARE REALLY WORKING
WELL?

WHAT ASPECTS FALL WELL SHORT OF THEIR POTENTIAL?
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Two novel KPIs for strategic goals / high-level objectives

1. Name of KPI: __________________________________
Stakeholder: __________________________________
Description: __________________________________
__________________________________
Metric:

__________________________________

Target:

__________________________________

2. Name of KPI: __________________________________
Stakeholder: __________________________________
Description: __________________________________
__________________________________
Metric:

__________________________________

Target:

__________________________________
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Appendix D. Slides from the Pilot Workshop
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Science&Execu*ve&Seminar:&
&
Cyberinfrastructure&and&Science&
Enterprise&Leaders&&

October(2013(
(

“Science&Execu*ve&Educa*on”&
• NSF(CI2TEAM(Award(#(1240160(
• Pilot(Session:(Cyberinfrastructure(
Enterprises(
• “ExecuIve(EducaIon”(Format(–(CI/
Science(Content(
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!
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11:00 (The(Science(Enterprise(Game
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Day$2,$Saturday,$$
October$12,$2013&

8:30
(Breakfast
9:00
(Check2In
(
Stakeholders(II(
9:30
(Lateral(alignment;(lean(enterprise;(project(mgt(
10:45 (Break(
11:15 (Talent(management((
12:00 (Lunch(
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Value(II(
1:00
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((
Vision(II(
3:30
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Vision&I:&&Mobiliza*on&and&
The&Changing&Nature&of&Science&
Funding,(PracIce((Social(and(Technical(Change),((
Value(ProposiIon((Stakeholders),(Social(Contract((Agency)(

35(years(total(
7(years($150(billion(

14(years($100(billion(
5(years($80(billion(

6(years(rising(
3(years(falling(

April(25,(1953,(less(than(2000(words(

>(3,000(co2authors,(just(for(CMS(

Richard(Holmes(

194621992(

Depression(and((
New(Deal(

WW(II(

Cold(War(

Post2Cold(War(

50(years:(Science(as(a(Public(Good(
Data(from(the(Tax(FoundaIon(

Fusion(Power(

Generate(
value(

Value(
proposiIon(
W(

MiIgate(
harm(
Dealing(with(Sea(Level(Rise(

Severe(Storm(Management(

Short(

Time(scale((

Long(

Which(is(Push(and(which(is(Pull?((It(depends(on(POV!(

Changes&–&Vision&
• Funding(
• PracIce(
– Social(change(
• Groups,(organizaIons,(insItuIons(
– Technical(change(
• InformaIon,(communicaIon,(etc.(
• Value(proposiIons(
– Stakeholders(
• Social(Contract(
– Agency(
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Vision&&&&&&&&&&&&&Value&
•
•
•
•

CompeIIon(in(monopsony(markets(
CompeIIon(is(changing(
Science(Enterprise(and(Entrepreneurs(
The(“pre2compeIIve”(
– Vision(
– Value(
– Stakeholders(((
– Capability(

Discussion&

Cyberinfrastructure&Scenario&Analysis&

Four&scenarios&
Scenarios(A(and(B:((Enterprise(
(A.(Unconstrained(
(B.(Constrained(
(
Scenarios(C(and(D:((Customer(
(C.(Unconstrained(
(D.(Constrained(

(
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The&Science&Infrastructure&Game&

The science infrastructure game
Object:
• Bargain for as much as you can

Organization:
• Clusters of four teams
• Only communicate with team mates unless instructed otherwise

Action:
• At least seven rounds -- some within team decision making and
some with representatives from other teams
• One decision each round -- whether to vote strong or open
• Scoring based on votes of all four teams -- see payoff matrix
• Tally your team s score after each round
• Think carefully about your strategy, given the rules of the game
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Vision&I&to&Value&I&

Iden*fying&elements&of&success&
• In(small(groups:(
– Imagine(that(it(is(seven(years(from(now(–(2020(–(
and(we(are(celebraIng(fantasIc(success(for(
cyberinfrastructure(and(science(enterprises.((
What(are(some(elements(of(what(we(are(
celebraIng?(

• As(a(full(group(
– Be(prepared(to(list(elements(and(combine(them(
into(a(success(vision(
31(

Value&I&

Why(should(we(conInue(to(fund(you?(
Why(should(we(fund(you(in(the(ﬁrst(place?(
Why(should(we(increase(your(funding?(
Why(shouldn’t(we(decrease(your(funding?(

Why(should(we(use(your(resource/planorm/sooware?(
Why(should(we(apend(your(training?(
Why(should(we(do(it(your(way?(
What’s(wrong(with(the(way(we’ve(always(done(it?(

Value&
(
“the(importance,(worth,(or(usefulness(of(something”(

Value:&Rela*ve&to&the&Customer&

Cezanne’s(“Card(Players”(sold(for($268(million(in(2011(
Image(from:(hpp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Card_Players_%285th_version%29_189421895_Paul_Cezanne.jpg(
(

Value&Proposi*on&
(
The(“beneﬁts(that(a(company(oﬀers(a(customer”(
Solve(a(problem(
SaIsﬁes(a(need(

Source:(Osterwalder(&(Pigneur(2009(
(

Value&Proposi*ons:&Beneﬁts&
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost(ReducIon(–(save(money(&(Ime(
Performance(–(do(things(beper,(faster(
EﬀecIveness(–((do(things(well(/(new(things(
Flexibility(2(tailoring(
Risk(ReducIon(–(insurance(&(warrantees(
Accessibility(–(broadening(access((
Convenience(–(ease(of(doing(things,(usability(
Social(–(community(norms,(status,(networks(

Source:(Osterwalder(&(Pigneur(2009(
(

Thinking&through&Your&Value&Proposi*ons&

Source:(hpp://futurecurve.com/resources/value2proposiIon2builder/(
(

Customer&Segmenta*on&
• Mass(–(non2segmented,(common(denominator(
• Niche(–tailored(soluIon(for(speciﬁc(requirements(
• Segmented(–(diﬀerent(soluIons(for(diﬀerent(niches(
based(on(same(capabiliIes(
• Diversiﬁed(–(diﬀerent(soluIons(for(diﬀerent(niches(
based(on(diﬀerent(capabiliIes(
• MulI2sided(–(interdependent(customer(segments(–(
planorms(&(infrastructures(

Cyberinfrastructure&

Cyberinfrastructure(as(a(two2sided(market(

Funding&S&Federal&budget&for&science&–&Shrinking?&

Image(from:(hpp://www.cbpp.org/cms/?fa=view&id=3983((
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Users:&DIY&vs.&Standard&&

Image(from:(hpp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Card_Players_%285th_version%29_189421895_Paul_Cezanne.jpg(
(
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Historically?&

Historically&

Recently&

Now&

knowledge(
economics(
innovaIon(

Four&Dimensions&of&Value&
Science(–(ﬁndings(&(impact(
(
Economic(–(ROI,(cost(savings(
(
Innova;on(–(new(technologies(&(
startup(ventures(
(
Knowledge(–(educaIon,(workforce(
development,(capabiliIes(

Four&Dimensions&of&Value&

Science(
Economic(
InnovaIon(
Knowledge(

Ac*vity:&Value&Proposi*ons&for&
Customer&Segments&

1.&Use&worksheet&as&a&summary&document&
Science(

Economic(

Knowledge(

InnovaIon(

2.&Iden*fy&2S4&Relevant&Customer&Segments&
Science(

Economic(

Knowledge(

InnovaIon(

Customer(
Segment1(
(
Customer(
Segment2(
(
Customer(
Segment3(
(

3.&Iden*fy&Beneﬁts&from&Customer&Perspec*ve&
Science(

Economic(

Knowledge(

InnovaIon(

Customer(
Segment1(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

Customer(
Segment2(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

Customer(
Segment3(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

Ac*vity&
• In(small(groups:(
– Segment(the(customer(group((either(funders(or(
users)(into(224(segments(
– IdenIfy(beneﬁts(that(the(customer(group(can(
receive(from(the(CI(enterprise(along(each(
dimension((if(relevant)(
– Be(prepared(to(present(back(to(the(larger(group(
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Stakeholders&I&

Looking&Back&.&.&.&&

French&Illustra*on&Depic*ng(
Roman&Ins*tu*ons&(circa&1473S1480)&

Source: Auburn & Cord by Lee Beck and Josh B. Malks, Motor Books, Intl., 1996

Shop&Floor,&Auburn&Motors$(circa1905)(
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Looking&Ahead.&.&.&
(“.(.(.(We(are(moving(towards(another(type(of(society(
than(that(to(which(we(have(become(accustomed.((
This(is(someImes(referred(to(as(a(new(service(
society,(the(society(of(the(second(industrial(
revoluIon(or(the(post2industrial(society.((There(is(no(
guarantee(of(our(safe(arrival.((Not(only(are(the(
interdependencies(greater(–(they(are(diﬀerently(
structured.(.(.([and](demand(a(new(mobilizaIon(of(
the(sciences.”(
– Source:((Eric(L.(Trist,(from(paper(on(“Social(Aspects(of(Science(
Policy”((March,(1969)(cited(in(Towards!a!Social!Ecology:!!
Contextual!Apprecia%on!of!the!Future!in!the!Present(by(Fred(E.(
Emery(and(Eric(L.(Trist((London:((Plenum(Press,(1973)(
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The!challenge!!of!
accelera%ng!rates!of!
technological!change!.!.!.(

The(babysiper(
of(the(future((

Note:!!Apprecia%on!
to!Steve!Diggs,!
Scripps!Ins%tu%on,!
for!these!images.!

Ins*tu*onal&and&systems&requirements&&

Crea*ng&Value&

&
Mi*ga*ng&Harm(

.$.$.$expanding$the$“pie”$and$
enabling$systems$
transforma;on$$
$
$

.$.$.$an;cipa;ng$and$mi;ga;ng$
externali;es$and$catastrophic$
systems$failures$
$
$
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Deﬁning&stakeholder&alignment.&.&.&&
“The$extent$to$which$interdependent$stakeholders$$
orient$and$connect$with$one$another$
to$advance$their$separate$and$shared$interests.”&

A(simpliﬁed(
conceptual(
framework(.(.(.(

Culture&

Strategy&

Structure&

Behavior&
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Selected&stakeholder&alignment&projects&
#&Stakeholder&
Types&
Focus&
Stage&
• AviaIon(and(the(Environment(( • 40250(
• Forming(
• 30240(
• Community(Green(Energy(
• Forming(
• Regional(InnovaIon((Fab(Labs)( • Under(10( • Est.(
• Under(10( • Est.(
• Biomedicine((Biomarkers)(
• 10220(
• Clean(Energy(EducaIon(
• Forming(
• Cyber/Geosciences((EarthCube)( • 20230(
• Forming(
• Public(Sector(Labor(RelaIons( • 10220(
• Disrupted(
• 40250(
• Digital(Inclusion(
• Forming(
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Specify&stakeholders&.&.&.&&
iden*fy&interests&.&.&.&
conceptualize&as&a&matrix&
Every$Interest$$has$a$vector$of$stakeholders$
&&&&&&I1&&I2&&I3&&I4&&I5&&I6&&I7&&I8&&I9&&I10&I11&I12&I13&I14&I15&I16&I17&I18&I19&I20&I21&I22&I23&I24&I25&I26&I27&I28&I29&I30&I40&I41&I42&I43&I44&I45&&

S1&
S2&
S3&
S4&
S5&
S6&
S7&
S8&
S9&
S10&
S11&
S12&
&

Every$stakeholder$has$a$vector$of$interests$
63(

Science&enterprise&stakeholders&
•
•

Enterprise(leadership/senior(staﬀ(
Enterprise(mid2level(and(front2line(staﬀ(

(

•
•
•

Member(of(a(university2based(research(team((
University(execuIve(leader(
Other(university2based(role((please(specify)((

(

•
•
•

Member(of(an(industry2based(research(team((
Industry(execuIve(leader(
Other(industry2based(role((please(specify)(

(

•
•
•
•
•

Member(of(a(Federal(lab(or(government(center2based(research(team(
Government(funding(agency(
Government(policy(maker(or(staﬀ(to(a(government(policy(maker(
Other(government2based(role((please(specify)(
Non2proﬁt(or(professional(associaIon(
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Stakeholder&speciﬁca*on&exercise&
Expand(or(contract(the(list(of(science(enterprise(
stakeholders(to(the(appropriate(level(of(
granularity(for(each(of(the(following(two(uses:(
A. Stakeholders(speciﬁed(for(regular(
operaIons(
B. Stakeholder(speciﬁed(for(long2range(
strategic(planning(

Visualizing&stakeholders’&interests&

Motivation:!
• Each stakeholder has a perspective – every vote counts!
• Visualize a range of possible perspectives – communicate the distribution!
• core to outliers!
• stakeholder map!

66(

Example,&growing&an&iSﬂowerTM&&

Range:([0,1],(21((no(vote,(not(applicable)(
67(

.8&
.9&

.8&

.6375(

.5&

.9&
.7&
.3&

.2&
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IMPORTANCE&of&integra*ng&mul*ple&datasets,&observa*ons,&
visualiza*on&tools,&and/or&models&in&your&ﬁeld&or&discipline&&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$Vast$majority$are$extremely$posi;ve$on$importance,$with$just$a$
handful$who$are$neutral$or$nega;ve.$$&

Early& EC&
All&
Career& Ac*ve& Others&
µ&(α)&
µ&(α)& µ&(α)&

How&IMPORTANT&is&it&for&you&to&ﬁnd,&access,&and/or&integrate&mul*ple&
datasets,&observa*ons,&visualiza*on&tools,&and/or&models&in&your&ﬁeld&or&
discipline?&

.89&
.90&
.86&
&(.17)& &(.17)& &(.20)&

EASE&&of&integra*ng&mul*ple&datasets,&observa*ons,&visualiza*on&
tools,&and/or&models&in&your&ﬁeld&or&discipline?&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$Vast$majority$of$respondents$are$neutral$or$nega;ve,$with$many$
strongly$nega;ve;$early$career$and$EC$ac;ve$are$most$nega;ve.$$&

Early& EC&
All&
Career& Ac*ve& Others&
µ&(α)&
µ&(α)& µ&(α)&

How&EASY&is&it&for&you&to&ﬁnd,&access,&and/or&integrate&mul*ple&datasets,&
observa*ons,&visualiza*on&tools,&and/or&models&in&your&ﬁeld&or&discipline?&

.35&
.35& .42&&
&(.25)& &(.25)& (.24)&

IMPORTANCE&integra*ng&mul*ple&datasets,&observa*ons,&
visualiza*on&tools,&and/or&models&spanning&ﬁelds/disciplines?&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$EC$ac;ve$are$most$posi;ve,$though$most$in$all$groups$are$posi;ve$
(with$some$neutral$and$nega;ve$outliers).&
How&IMPORTANT&is&it&for&you&to&ﬁnd,&access,&and/or&integrate&mul*ple&
datasets,&observa*ons,&visualiza*on&tools,&and/or&models&that&span&diﬀerent&
ﬁelds&or&disciplines?&

Early& EC&
All&
Career& Ac*ve& Others&
µ&(α)&
µ&(α)& µ&(α)&

.76&
.83&&
&(.25)& (.24)&

.71&&
(.27)&

EASE&of&integra*ng&mul*ple&datasets,&observa*ons,&visualiza*on&
tools,&and/or&models&that&span&diﬀerent&ﬁelds&or&disciplines?&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$EC$ac;ve$are$most$nega;ve,$though$all$respondents$report$diﬃculty$ Early&
in$access$(with$only$a$handful$of$posi;ve$outliers).&
Career&
µ&(α)&
How&EASY&is&it&for&you&to&ﬁnd,&access,&and/or&integrate&mul*ple&datasets,&
.28&
observa*ons,&visualiza*on&tools,&and/or&models&that&span&diﬀerent&ﬁelds&or&
&(.20)&
disciplines?&

EC&
All&
Ac*ve& Others&
µ&(α)& µ&(α)&

.23&
&(.22)&

.32&&
(.23)&

Coopera*on&and&sharing&of&data,&sonware&among&Geo&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$Strong$nega;ve$views$on$coopera;on$and$sharing$in$Geo$
community;$handful$of$“bright$spots;”$most$concerned$views$among$EC$
ac;ve.$
There&is&currently&a&high&degree&of&coopera*on&and&sharing&of&data,&
models,&and&simula*ons&among&geoscien*sts&

Early&
Career&
µ&(α)&

EC&
Ac*ve&
µ&(α)&

All&
Others&
µ&(α)&

.56&&
(.22)&

.38&&
(.23)&

.45&&
(.24)&

Coopera*on&and&sharing&of&data,&sonware&within&Cyber&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$Strong$nega;ve$views$on$coopera;on$and$sharing$in$Cyber$
community;$handful$of$“bright$spots;”$EC$ac;ve$most$concerned.$
There&is&currently&a&high&degree&of&coopera*on&and&sharing&of&sonware,&
middleware&and&hardware&among&those&developing&and&suppor*ng&
cyberinfrastructure&for&the&geosciences&

Early&
Career&
µ&(α)&

EC&
Ac*ve&
µ&(α)&

All&
Others&
µ&(α)&

.54&&
(.22)&

.40&&
(.22)&

.45&
&(.24)&

Communica*on&and&collabora*on:&&Geo&and&Cyber&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$$Major$concerns$with$communica;on$and$collabora;on$
between$Geo$and$Cyber$communi;es;$strongest$concerns$among$EC$
ac;ve.$
There&is&currently&suﬃcient&communica*on&and&collabora*on&between&
geoscien*sts&and&those&who&develop&cyberinfrastructure&tools&and&
approaches&to&advance&the&geosciences&

Early&
Career&
µ&(α)&

.39&&
(.23)&

EC&
Ac*ve&
µ&(α)&

All&
Others&
µ&(α)&

.25&&
(.19)&

.33&&
(.22)&

Early&
Career&
µ&(α)&

EC&
Ac*ve&
µ&(α)&

All&
Others&
µ&(α)&

.38&&
(.28)&

.22&&
(.18)&

Geo&and&Cyber&–&EndSuser&training&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$$Major$concerns$endXuser$knowledge$of$Cyber$by$Geo,$with$
strongest$concerns$among$EC$ac;ve.$
There&is&currently&suﬃcient&geoscience&endSuser&knowledge&and&training&
so&they&can&eﬀec*vely&use&the&present&suite&of&cyberinfrastructure&tools&
and&train&their&students/colleagues&in&its&use&

.30&&
(.21)&

Specifying&guidelines&regarding&geoscience&data&
Early&Career &

&EarthCube&Ac*ve &

&&&&&&&&&&&All&Others&

Comment:$$A$“pull”$for$guidelines/standards$(strongest$by$early$career),$with$a$
small$number$of$neutral$or$nega;ve$responses.$
The&EarthCube&ini*a*ve&should&specify&guidelines&so&there&is&more&
interoperability&and&uniformity&in&discovering,&accessing,&sharing,&and&
dissemina*ng&geoscience&data&
The&EarthCube&ini*a*ve&should&specify&guidelines&so&there&is&more&
interoperability&and&uniformity&in&geoscience&visualiza*on&tools&

Early& EC&
All&
Career& Ac*ve& Others&
µ&(α)&
µ&(α)& µ&(α)&

.87&
.84&
.83&&
&(.17)& &(.23)& (.21)&
.84&& .71&
.77&
(.18)& &(.26)& &(.25)&

Percent&Repor*ng&Daily,&Weekly&or&Monthly&Communica*ons&
Geo&
Crit.& Clim.& Bio.&
Atm.& Ocn.& Geol.& phys.& Hydr.& Zone& Sci.& Eco.& Geog.&

Atmospheric/Space&
98.7(
Weather&Scien*st&n=151&
Oceanographer&n=114&
47.3(
&
Geologist&n=273&
23.1&
&
Geophysicist&n=112&
16.1&
&
Hydrologist&n=72&
41.6(
&
Cri*cal&Zone&Scien*st&
28.6&
n=28&
Climate&Scien*st&n=70&
92.8&
&
Biologist/Eco&Systems&
28.4(
Scien*st&n=67&
Geographer&n=29&
51.6(
&

Comp. Data& Son.&
Cyber.&Mgr.& Eng.&

34.6( 14.9& 23.3( 33.0( 7.8& 63.1& 23.7( 18.7(

52.3( 60.4& 54.8(

98.4( 52.8( 36.3( 30.6( 18.2& 59.4& 78.6& 12.9&

37.9( 50.5( 33.7(

34.3( 96.9( 74.5& 44.7& 34.2( 42.5( 37.1( 26.1(

35.7( 30.7( 20.0&

35.1( 80.8& 96.8( 28.8( 27.0( 32.4( 22.8( 11.2&

51.2& 49.2( 44.4(

22.9& 61.1( 42.7( 93.9( 63.1& 59.2( 69.3& 37.8&

52.5( 52.6( 37.9(

25.9& 89.6& 60.0( 76.7& 100( 64.2( 71.5( 50.0(

36.6( 48.2( 28.6&

66.7& 20.8& 20.9( 34.7( 11.3& 99.1( 50.0( 33.4(

59.7( 58.8( 47.0(

50.6( 49.3( 26.8& 51.4( 33.2( 52.1& 100( 43.7(

47.9( 62.9& 28.3&

37.8( 48.5( 32.3& 48.4( 33.3& 55.1( 72.4& 93.6( (( 51.6( 62.0& 41.4(

Computer/Cyber&
40.0( 40.3( 29.7& 21.8& 50.0& 38.2( 43.2( 51.7& 32.8(
Scien*st&n=60&
Data&Manager&n=37&
48.6& 47.4( 22.5& 32.5( 35.0( 11.1& 56.7& 39.6( 32.5(
&
Sonware&Engineer&n=22&
54.6& 42.8( 26.0& 30.4( 34.7( 17.7( 52.4& 26.3( 21.7&
&

95.3( 82.3( 91.7(
85.0( 92.3( 82.1(
82.5( 78.2( 100(

Today’s&most&troubling&and&daun*ng&problems&
have&common&features:&&some&of&them&arise&from&
human&numbers&and&resource&exploita*on;&they&
require&longSterm&commitments&from&separate&
sectors&of&society&and&diverse&disciplines&to&solve;&
simple,&unidimensional&solu*ons&are&unlikely;&and&
failure&to&solve&them&can&lead&to&disasters.&&&
In&some&ways,&the&scales&and&complexi*es&of&our&
current&and&future&problems&are&unprecedented,&
and&it&is&likely&that&solu*ons&will&have&to&be&
itera*ve&.&.&.&&
Ins*tu*ons&can&enable&the&ideas&and&energies&of&
individuals&to&have&more&impact&and&to&sustain&
eﬀorts&in&ways&that&individuals&cannot.&
From$“Science$to$Sustain$Society,”$by$Ralph$J.$Cicerone,$
President,$Na;onal$Academy$of$Sciences,$149th$Annual$
Mee;ng$of$the$Academy$(2012)$

Interest&iden*ﬁca*on&exercise&
• Select(ﬁve(key(stakeholders((
(
• For(each,(idenIfy(at(least(527(interests(that(
are(“at(stake”(relaIve(to(your(enterprise(
(
• Be(prepared(to(report(out(on(your(analysis(
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Capabili*es&

Brand&Iden*ty&

Communica*ng&Value(

What&Branding&is&Not&
•
•
•
•

Tag(line(
Logo(
Person(
Ad(campaign(

Brand&
(
OrganizaIonal(IdenIty(

What(stakeholders(“feel(and(think”(about(the(organizaIon.((Balmer(2001)(
(
“Those(characterisIcs(of an organization which are central, enduring
and distinctive.” (Albert & Whetten 1985)

Brand&
(
“A(corporate(brand(is(the(product(of(
millions(of(experiences,(with(vendors,(
employees,(customers,(media,(etc.…”((
(
“Everything(a(company(says(and(does(
is(the(corporate(brand(at(work.”(
(
2(James(Gregory(

Branding&
(
The(crao(of(diﬀerenIaIng(yourself(to(the(public.(
(
(
Runs(through:(MarkeIng,(PR,(ads,(design,(strategy,(
product(development,(customer(support,(human(
resources(

Authen*city&
History(
Trust(
RelaIonships(
(
Image(AND(Substance(
(

Image(from:(hpp://tysonrobichaudphotography.ﬁles.wordpress.com/2010/01/rembrandt2self2portrait21660.jpg(

Branding&Process&
(
1. Clear,(concise,(consistent(communicaIon(over(Ime(
2. Carefully(craoed(2(ﬂows(from(clearly(arIculated(
vision(
3. Brand(outlives(leaders((
4. Understand(brand(and(its(meaning(to(diﬀerent(
audiences((2(measure(and(evaluate((

A&Final&Word&About&Social&Media&
Communica*on(

Bi2direcIonal(

Value&&&Stakeholders:&
Brand&Iden*ty&

Capability&I:&
Broadening&Par*cipa*on&

Stakeholders&II&

Mo*va*ons&for&lateral&alignment&
• Se|ng(standards(and(protocols(
• Stewarding(“common(pool”(resources(
• Establishing(a(“pre2compeIIve”(space(for(
basic(research(and(development(
• Benchmarking(leading(pracIces(
• Professional(development(of(staﬀ(
• MulIplying(impacts(on(policy(and(pracIce((

Preliminary&ﬁndings&on&Forma*on&from&case&studies.&.&.&&
A. Increased&visibility&of&stakeholder&interests&will&accelerate&
stakeholder&dialogue&and&alignment&–&avoiding&“dead&
ends”&and&pursuing&opportuni*es&&
B. A&shared&vision&of&success&will&enable&faster&forma*on&and&
more&robust&forms&of&stakeholder&alignment & &&
C. Lateral&alignment&across&stakeholders&will&be&constrained&
by&the&internal&alignment&within&stakeholder&organiza*ons!
D. Ini*al&stakeholder&alignment&will&depend&on&trust;&
sustained&stakeholder&alignment&will&depend&on&new&
structural&arrangements&(forums,&roles,&incen*ves,&etc.)!
&
95(

Preliminary&ﬁndings&on&Opera*ons&from&case&studies.&.&.&&
D. Sustained&stakeholder&alignment&will&require&leadership&
based&on&inﬂuence,&rather&than&authority& &&
E. Forums&that&are&“over&speciﬁed”&or&“under&speciﬁed”&will&
ineﬀec*ve&in&advancing&both&individual&and&collec*ve&
interests& & & & & & &!
E. Without&wellSspeciﬁed&protocols&and&standards,&topSdown&
and&botomSup&change&ini*a*ves&be&more&variable&and&
harder&to&sustain&& & & & &&
F. Failure&to&deliver&on&both&individual&and&collec*ve&interests&
will&erode&stakeholder&alignment&and&systems&success &
& & & & & & &&
96(

Phase&III:&&Journey&(3.0)&

Steps&in&the&process&
Phase&I:&&Navigator&(1.0)&
1.1 (Deﬁne(scale(and(scope(
1.2 (Form(launch(team(
1.3 (Plan(launch(events(
&

Phase&II:&&Map&(2.0)&
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5

(Specify(stakeholders(
(IdenIfy(interests(
(Develop(instrument(s)(
(Survey(representaIve(sample(
&Visualize&alignment/&
&misalignment&&

3.1 (Construct(shared(vision(of(success
(((future(state)(
3.2 (Assess(strengths(and(weakness(
((current(state)(
3.3 (Align(resources(and(support(
(systems((delta(state)(
3.4 (Charter(appropriate(forums(
((delta(state)(
3.5 (Establish(milestones(and(metrics(
((delta(state)(
3.6 (Address(misaligned(incenIves(
((delta(state)(
3.7 (Ensure(internal(alignment((delta(
(state)(
3.8 (Manage(leadership(transiIons(
((delta(state)(
3.9 (Check(and(adjust((new(current(
(state(and(new(future(state)(
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Lateral&alignment&exercise&
• In(small(groups,(discuss:(
– How(many(lateral(iniIaIves,(partnerships,(and(
other(insItuIonal(arrangements(involve(your(
enterprise?(
– What(aspects(of(these(arrangements(are(really(
working(well?(
– What(aspects(fall(well(short(of(their(potenIal?(
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ValueScrea*on&framework&and&&
stakeholder&alignment&

Value&
Iden*ﬁca*on&

Stakeholder(Map(

Value&
Proposi*on&

Stakeholder(
Engagement(

Value&
Delivery&

Metrics(Tracking(
Results(

Source:((:((Adapted(from(Lean(Enterprise(Value((2002)(
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Dialogue&on&stakeholders&and&two&types&
of&value&
• Type(1:((Doing(things(right(
• Type(2:((Doing(the(right(thing(

100(

Core&Concept:&&Stabilize&Before&You&Improve&

Which player did better in this round?
Who will do better in the long run?
101(
101

Example&from&the&auto&industry&

102(

Learning&by&analogy:&
Commercial&enterprise&lifeScycle&value&stream&
Design&
&
&
&
&
ManuS
&
facturing&
&
&
&
Research&&&
Development&

Suppliers&

Service&
&&
Support&

DistriS
bu*on&
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,EAN !EROSPACE
)NITIATIVE

*,

MIT&Lean&Enterprise&Model&
The  Lean  Enterprise  Model
4HE ,EAN
%NTERPRISE -ODEL
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77  Massachusetts  Avenue
Bldg.  41-205
The  Lean  Enterprise  Model  (LEM)  is  a  systematic  framework  for  organizing  and  disseminating  MIT  research  and  external  data  
Cambridge,  MA    012139
4HE617.253.7333  (T)
,EAN %NTERPRISE -ODEL ,%- IS A SYSTEMATIC FRAMEWORK FOR ORGANIZING AND DISSEMINATING RESEARCH RESULTS OF THE ,EAN !EROSPACE )NITIATIVE )T
source  results  of  the  Lean  Aerospace  Initiative  (LAI).  It  encompasses  lean  enterprise  principles  and  practices  and  is  populated  
ENCOMPASSES
LEAN ENTERPRISE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES AND IS POPULATED BY RESEARCH BASED BENCHMARKING DATA DERIVED FROM SURVEYS CASE STUDIES
617.258.7845  (F)
by  MIT  and  external  data  derived  from  surveys,  case  studies  and  other  research  activities.  The  LEM  is  available  to  all  LAI  
AND OTHER RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 4HE ,%- IS DESIGNED TO HELP ,!) MEMBERS IDENTIFY AND ASSESS THE LEANNESS OF THEIR OWN ORGANIZATIONS AND PROCESSES
consortium  members  as  a  reference  to  help  them  understand  better  the  leanness  of  their  own  organizations  and  processes.  
AND IS INTENDED TO HELP LEVERAGE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE AND TO SUPPORT FUTURE LEAN EFFORTS

Elements&of&the&Model&
MetaSPrinciples&
/ ,*,• IdenIfy(and(OpImize(Enterprise(Flow(L "7Ê/
Responsiveness(to(Change((
It  is  intended  to  provide  insights  as  to  where  they  might  direct  lean  efforts  in  the  future.  
• Waste(MinimizaIon(
S -/ "
,Ê-/- /"
• Assure(Seamless(InformaIon(Flow( 1 , -"1, Ê1/</"
•
N +1/9Ê9 
• OpImize(Capability(and(UIlizaIon(of(
People(
Enterprise&Principles&
• Make(Decisions(at(the(Lowest(Possible(

/9Ê
Ê"*/< Ê
--1,
"*/<

*  /Ê / ,/
6 "*
Right(Thing(at(Right(Place,(Right(
-  -* /9Ê
-" *," 1 /Ê
Ê*," -, /" -
• / ,*,- Ê"7
 ",/" Ê"7
1/</"Level(
Ê
/Ê"7 -/
6 "* /
- Ê" Ê1/1
Time,(and(in(the(Right(QuanIty(
"Ê* "*
*"--  Ê 6 

Ê "/
• Implement(Integrated(Product(and(
EﬀecIve(RelaIonships(within(the(
L•
Process(Development(
Value(Stream((
1L
1
1
SL
S
•
Develop(RelaIonships(based(on(Mutual(
L
L
1
N
1
S
• ConInuous(Improvement(
1
1S
Trust(
S
OpImal(First(Delivered(Unit(Quality(
L
•
S
• ConInuously(Focus(on(the(Customer(
S
S
• Promote(Lean(Leadership(at(all(Levels(
Enterprise&Level&Metrics&
• Maintain(Challenge(of(ExisIng(Processes(
Flow(Time(
• Nurture(a(Learning(Environment(
• Stakeholder(SaIsfacIon(
• Ensure(Process(Capability(and(
•
Resource(UIlizaIon(
MaturaIon(
• Quality(Yield(
•
Maximize(Stability(in(a(Changing(
•
Environment(
104(
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MIT&Lean&Aerospace&Enterprise&Transi*on&to&
Lean&Roadmap&

Source:((hpp://lean.mit.edu/research#seven_principles(

Project&Management&

106(

Most&important&challenges&of&the&&
21st&Century,&as&iden*ﬁed&by&NAE&
• Make&solar&energy&
economical&
&
• Provide&energy&from&fusion&
&
• Develop&carbon&
sequestra*on&methods&
&
• Manage&the&nitrogen&cycle&
&
• Provide&access&to&clean&water&

&

• Restore&and&improve&urban&
infrastructure&
&
• Advance&health&informa*cs&
&

• Engineer&beter&medicines&

&

• ReverseSengineer&the&
brain&
&

• Prevent&nuclear&terror&

&

• Secure&cyberspace&

&

• Enhance&virtual&reality&

&

• Advance&personalized&
learning&
&
• Engineer&the&tools&of&
scien*ﬁc&discovery&
&
107(

Source:((hpp://www.engineeringchallenges.org/(

Lewin’s&force&ﬁeld&analysis&
Interdisciplinary&
Innova*on&
&Urgency&of&grand&challenge&research&

Technical&barriers&to&interoperability&

&Engaging&research&ques*ons&

Career&development&complica*ons&

&Pos.&signals&from&funding&agencies&

Publica*on/transla*on&challenges&

&Strategic&priori*es&of&universi*es&

“Birds&of&a&feather”&tendencies&

&Colleagues&open&to&collabora*on&

Risk&aversion&tendencies&
108(

Stakeholders&(cont.):&
Talent&Management&&

Challenging&assump*ons&
with&the&ARM&model&
• Apract(
– Non2tradiIonal(employees(

• Retain(
– Non2tradiIonal(career(paths(
– Employees(leaving(to(work(for(customers,(
partners,(and(compeItors(
(

• MoIvate(
– Eliminate(performance(appraisal(
110(

Talent&management&from&top&
HR&leaders&looking&ahead&.&.&.&&
•

“Whatever!is!necessary!to!iden%fy!and!keep!your!top! !
!
!20K30%!of!people!in!the!organiza%on!–!there!is!no!top! !
!manager!or!execu%ve!who!doesn’t!sweat!this!ques%on”!

!
!

•

“The need for flexibility and entrepreneurial solutions will rise
geometrically . . . Everything that you do in policy development in
HR has to be geared to flex your workforce quickly . . .The company
that can’t do this will have a competitive disadvantage.”

•

“The succession planning model is not broken with contractors, but it
needs to change – succession planning may span organizational
boundaries.”!!

•

“Chinese workplace assumptions in particular are showing up more
and more.”

•

“How!can!a!global!corpora%on!.!.!.!get!the!right!people!in!the!right!place!at!
the!right!%me!with!the!right!skills?!!Being!able!to!move!people!wherever!
you!need!them!–!there!are!cultural!barriers,!statutory!barriers,!personal!
barriers,!economic!barriers.”!
111(

Coaching/Mentoring&Cycle&

Agree

Observe
Discuss
Source: Valuable Disconnects in Organizational Learning Systems: Integrating the Bold Visions and
Harsh Realities by Joel Cutcher-Gershenfeld and Kevin Ford (Oxford University Press, 2005)
112(

Coaching&and&Mentoring&Analysis&Sheet&
No$observa;on$or$
unhelpful$observa;on$
$
$
Oﬀensive$or$abusive$
discussions$
$
$
Imposed$advice$or$
oﬀensive$demands$
$

Observe'
1 '2 '3 '4 '5'
Discuss'
1 '2 '3 '4 '5'
Agree'
1 '2 '3 '4 '5'

Thorough,$detailed$
assessment$
$
$
Highly$interac;ve,$
twoXway$discussion$
$
$
Mutual$agreement$
and$clear$ac;on$plan$
$

113(

Value&II&

“All(the(good(business(
leaders(I(know(are(maniacal(
about(measuring(things.(
They(know(their(sales(data(
and(customer2saIsfacIon(
numbers,(which(divisions(of(
their(company(are(beaIng(
expectaIons(and(which(are(
lagging(behind…(
(
Measurement(is(a(big(part(
of(mobilizing(for(impact.(
You(set(a(goal,(and(then(you(
use(data(to(make(sure(
you’re(making(progress(
toward(it.”(
(
( ( ( (2Bill(Gates(

Metrics&

Metrics&
Metric(–(speciﬁc(measurement(through(which(we(can(
evaluate(performance(toward(a(goal(
(
Rules(about(metrics:(
2(Must(be(speciﬁc(
2(Must(be(measurable(
(
(
Good!metrics:!
Bad!metrics:!
2Time!from!order!to!cash!
2!Overall!%me!
2!Defect!rate!
2!Quality!
2!Throughput!
2!Speed!!
2!Performance!

117(

Goals&&&
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who(is(the(stakeholder?(
What(is(the(value(proposiIon?(
Does(the(value(proposiIon(align(with(strategic(goals?(
What(are(speciﬁc(objec%ves(with(respect(to(this(stakeholder?(
How(can(we(measure(progress(toward(these(objecIves?(
Develop&Key&Performance&Indicators&

118(

Goals&&&
Strategic&

Opera*onal&

Image(from:(hpp://www.valueprism.com/strategyreview.html(
(
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Strategic&vs.&Opera*onal&Goals&
Strategic:(EvaluaIon(of(enterprise(
(
Example:(Human(Resources(
2(Employee(engagement(
2(Quality(of(hiring(
2(Resource(uIlizaIon(
2(Revenue(per(employee(
(
!

OperaIonal:(EvaluaIon(of(acIviIes(
(
Example:(Human(Resources(
2(Employee(assessment(compleIon(
2(Interview(eﬃciency(
2(Project((
2(Performance(to(quota(
!

Strategic(goals(cannot(be(described(in(terms(of(operaIonal(objecIves.(
(2(aggregates(
(2(abstracIons(
120(

Key&Performance&Indicators&
KPIs(describe(the(important(criteria(that(you(will(use(to(analyze(and(
redesign(processes.((Each(KPI(should(have:(
(
Title:!In!a!word!or!two!say!what!is!important![e.g.,!“Minimize!
Defects”]!
!
Descrip%on:!Describe!what!this!means![!e.g.,!“A!Defect!invoice!is!any!
invoice!that!does!not!accurately!list!the!customer!informa%on,!
product!informa%on,!price,!tax!and!shipping!informa%on.”]!
!
Metric:!How!will!this!be!measured![e.g.!“Defects!per!!month”!or!
perhaps,!“Defects!per!1000!invoices”]!
!
Target:!What!is!the!acceptable!metric?![e.g.!“1!defect!per!month”!or!
“2!defects!per!1000!invoices”]!!!
121(

KPI&Example&
• Cost(per(Lead(
• Cost(per(Lead(is(a(measure(of(the(costs(for(
generaIng(new(customers.(
(
• Average&cost&per&lead&=&total&money&spent&on&
marke*ng&campaign/&total&leads&generated(
(
• This(indicator(is(included(in(the(book:(Key!
Performance!Indicators!K!the!75+!measures!every!
manager!needs!to!know,(which(contains(an(in2
depth(descripIon(of(this(KPI,(as(well(as(pracIcal(
advice(on(data(collecIon,(calculaIons,(target(
se|ng,(and(actual(usage.(
122(

KPI&Example&S&Dashboard&

123(

To&Set&KPI&Targets&S&Benchmark&
• Benchmark(your(own(
process(
• Benchmark(against(industry(
“best(pracIce”(
2 QualitaIve(and(quanItaIve(
benchmarking(
For(help(–(reference(models:(
2 hpp://www.apqc.org/(
2 hpp://supply2chain.org/(

Four&Dimensions&of&Value&for&Sustained&Science&Enterprise&

Scien*ﬁc&Findings&
2 QuanIty(
2 Novelty(
2 Quality(&(Importance(

Economic&Return&
2 Dollars(/(matching(dollars(
2 MulIpliers(local(/(naIonal(
2 Industry(creaIon(–(
potenIal(&(analogous(

Knowledge&Development&&&
Diﬀusion&
2 Workforce(development(&(
educaIon(
2 CapabiliIes(&(Community(of(
pracIce((capacity)(–(risk(
miIgaIon(
2 Interdisciplinarity(
2 Diaspora(&(user(graduaIon(

Innova*ons&
2 Technologies(/(patents(
2 New(ventures(
2 Future(beneﬁts(–(
tranformaIonal(vs.(
incremental(
2 Industrial(product(
development(

125(

Understanding(&(CommunicaIng(Value(
of(a(Science(Enterprise(
1.

IdenIfy(important(
stakeholders(

2.

Value(proposiIons(for(
those(stakeholders(

3.

Develop(KPIs(

4.

Bring(KPIs(into(the(culture(
of(the(enterprise(

126(

Start&with&Value&Proposi*ons:&
&Beneﬁts&from&Stakeholder&Perspec*ve&
Science(

Economic(

Knowledge(

InnovaIon(

Stakeholder(
Segment1(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

Stakeholder(
Segment2(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

Stakeholder(
Segment3(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!
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What&Brings&those&Stakeholders&Value?&–&pick&one&
Science(
NaIon(
(NSF)(

Economic(

!Impact!
Quan%ty!

Knowledge(

InnovaIon(

Educa%on!

Transla%on!

State(
(IL)(

Generate!funds!to! Workforce!
region!
development!

University(
(UIUC)(

Bring!funds!to!
University!

Commerce!

Impact!students!
128(

Key&Performance&Indicator&
KPI(Name: (Importance(of(Science(Outcomes(
(
Stakeholder: (NSF(
(
DescripIon:(To(show(the(impact(of(the( ( ( (
(science(being(performed(at(this(( ( (
(enterprise(globally ((
(
Metric:( (M2index(of(users(
(
Target: ( (Average(M2index(=(2(
!
!
129(

Importance&of&Science&outcomes&
M&=&3$

Contextualize!metrics!to!make!them!meaningful!!
130(

Key&Performance&Indicator&
KPI(Name: (Eﬃciency(of(CompuIng(Support(
(
Stakeholder: (NSF(
(
DescripIon:(To(indicated(the(degree(to(which( (
(NCSA(eﬃciently(operates(its( ( (
(compuIng(resources(
(
Metric:( (Cores(/(FTE(
(
Target: ( (Beper(than(industry(average(
!
!
131(

Benchmarking:&&Cores&per&FTE&–&CASC&HPC&Centers&

NCSA=9,000
Cores/FTE

132(

Trends:&Cores&per&FTE&over&*me&

133(

Meaningful&KPIs&

Contextualized:(
!
!K!Standards!
!K!History!/!trends!
!K!Benchmark!or!target!
!
Ra%os!
!K!per!FTE!or!per!dollar!
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Your&Turn:&Two&highSlevel&KPIs&for&&
strategic&goals&/&high&level&objec*ves&
Science(

Economic(

Knowledge(

InnovaIon(

Stakeholder(
Segment1(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

Stakeholder(
Segment2(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

Stakeholder(
Segment3(
(

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!

beneﬁt!
beneﬁt!
!
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Vision&(Value,&Stakeholders,&Capability)&II:&&
Strategic&Pivots&in&Science&&&Next&Steps&

Pivo*ng:&it&can&be&done,&but&it&isn’t&easy.&
•
•
•
•
•

Science(enterprise(and(entrepreneurs.(
“Ge|ng(to(revenue”(with(1st(idea?((
Changing(direcIon(and(learning.(
AcIon/ReacIon(unIl(you(get(it(right.(
Flexibility(–(the(academy’s(strong(suit?(
137(

Next&Steps&in&the&“PreSCompe**ve”&Space&
• Problems(of(planning(
• Stakeholder(awareness(and(alignment(
– Waymark(Systems(scheme(

• Capability(development(
– Value(
– Talent(
– Broadening(parIcipaIon(
– Others?(

• Mechanisms((e.g.,(webinars)(
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Concluding&Remarks&

Appendix&

Leadership&team&bios&
Nick&Berente&

Nick(is(an(assistant(professor(in(Management(InformaIon(Systems(at(the(University(of(Georgia’s(Terry(College(of(
Business.(He(received(his(PhD(from(Case(Western(Reserve(University(and(conducted(his(postdoctoral(studies(at(the(
University(of(Michigan.(He(is(the(former(president(and(founder(of(Pentagon(Engineering(CorporaIon,(a(naIonwide(
systems(integraIon(&(consulIng(ﬁrm(specializing(in(product(design(&(engineering((soluIons,(which(he(sold(in(2002.(
Nick(is(the(principal(invesIgator(for(four(projects(funded(by(the(NaIonal(Science(FoundaIon(invesIgaIng(the(
management(of(next(generaIon(scienIﬁc(research(enterprises((NSF(OCI21059153,(RCN21148996,(CI2TEAM21240160,(
CISE21348461).(He(has(authored(more(than(seventy(peer2reviewed(arIcles,(and(his(work(has(been(published(in(top(
journals,(including(Organiza%on!Science,!Informa%on!Systems!Research,!MIS!Quarterly,(and(Research!Policy.(
(

John&L.&King&

John(is(W.W.(Bishop(Professor(in(the(School(of(InformaIon(and(former(Dean(and(former(Vice(Provost(at(the(University(
of(Michigan.(((He(studies(the(relaIonship(between(technical(and(social(change,(especially(the(changing(nature(of(
science(work.((He(was(been(Marvin(Bower(Fellow(at(the(Harvard(Business(School(and(Fulbright(DisInguished(Chair(in(
American(Studies(at(the(University(of(Frankfurt,(as(well(as(a(member(of(the(Board(of(the(CompuIng(Research(
AssociaIon((CRA),(the(Council(of(the(CompuIng(Community(ConsorIum,(and(NaIonal(Science(FoundaIon(advisory(
commipees(for(Computer(and(InformaIon(Science(and(Engineering((CISE),(Social,(Behavioral(and(Economic(Sciences(
(SBE),(and(Cyberinfrastructure((ACCI).((He(holds(a(PhD(in(administraIon(from(the(University(of(California,(Irvine,(and(an(
honorary(doctorate(in(economics(from(Copenhagen(Business(School.((He(is(a(Fellow(of(the(AssociaIon(for(InformaIon(
Systems(and(a(Fellow(of(the(American(AssociaIon(for(the(Advancement(of(Science.(
(

Joel&CutcherSGershenfeld&

Joel(is(a(Professor(and(former(Dean(of(the(School(of(Labor(and(Employment(RelaIons(at(the(University(of(Illinois,(
Urbana2Champaign.((He(also(holds(appointments(in(the(NaIonal(Center(for(SupercompuIng(ApplicaIons((NCSA)(and(
the(University(of(Sydney.((Joel(is(an(award2winning(co2author(or(editor(of(10(books,(including(Strategic(NegoIaIons(
(1994),(Knowledge2Driven(Work((1998),(Lean(Enterprise(Value((2002),(Valuable(Disconnects(in(OrganizaIonal(Learning(
Systems((2005),(and(MulInaIonal(Human(Resource(Management(and(the(Law((2013),((and(over(85(arIcles,(book(
chapters,(and(policy(white(papers.((Prior(to(coming(to(Illinois,(Joel(served(as(ExecuIve(Director(of(MIT’s(Engineering(
Systems(Learning(Center.((He(served(as(the(2009(president(of(the(Labor(and(Employment(RelaIons(AssociaIon(and(
holds(a(Ph.D.(in(Industrial(RelaIons(from(MIT.(
(
(
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Steering&Commitee&
(met(June(2013)(

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stan(Ahalt,(RENCI(
Amy(Apon,(Clemson(University(
Bill(Lester,(LBNL(
Barbara(Mipleman,(Nodality(
David(Skinner,(NERSC(
Victoria(Stodden,(Columbia(University(
Rob(Pennington,(NCSA(
Nancy(Wilkins2Diehr,(SDSC(
Susan(Winter,(University(of(Maryland(
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